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Nr. 440/23.07.2018 

   TO 

 BUCHAREST STOCK EXCHANGE 
Fax: 021/2569276  

 FINANCIAL SURVEY AUTHORITY  
Fax: 021/659.60.51  

 

     CURRENT REPORT 

According to ASF Regulation no.5/2018 

Report day: 23.07.2018 

 

    OIL TERMINAL S.A. 

    Headquarter: no.2, Caraiman str., Constanta 

    Phone: 0241/702600, fax: 0241/694833 

    Registering number at Commerce Registrar: J13/512/1991 

    Unique register number: 2410163 

 

    Important event to be reported: Information about litigations on 2018, June, 30th 

 
 
 

OIL TERMINAL SA informs the shareholders and the investors about the status of the disputes in the courts in which OIL TERMINAL SA is a 

party to the proceedings on 30.06.2018, as it follows: 
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No. File number                            
Parties 

Instance        Request object                                                                                                 Stage 

1.  3441/105/2007 Creditor :  Oil Terminal S.A. 
Debtor: S.C. Petrotrans S.A. 
 

 Prahova Court of 
Justice 

Insolvency 
 

Request for enrollment at credential table, with the amount of 12,332.88 lei, according to  art. 123 item 
7 Insolvency law  no. 85/2006.  
Term :26.09.2018 

2.  16873/118/2010 
 
 
 
 

Creditor:  Oil Terminal S.A. 
Debtor: S.C. Solanum Com Prod 
S.R.L. 

Constanta Court of 
Justice 

Insolvency 
 
 

Request for enrollment at credential table, with the amount of 26,785.84 lei (8,207.18 let debt, 8,578.66 
lei penalties calculated until 06.12.2010), according to  art. 123 item 7 Insolvency law  no. 85/2006.  
Term :01.10.2018 

3.  11403/212/2011 Complainants : Iasar Ana, Iasar Tair, 
Iasar Doina, Iasar Sevinci, Iasar Islam, 
Iasar Esan, Iasar Ghiulgean, Iasar 
Sabria 
Defendants :  Oil Terminal S.A., Oil 
Prod SRL, Eco Petroleum S.A.  
 

Constanta Court Action in claims 
 It requests the obligation of parties to pay material damages in an amount of 30,000 lei and moral 

damages in an amount of 60,000 lei.  
Decision of 26.06.2013: Suspension of law in the present file according to art.36 of Law no.85/2006 due 
to the insolvency of Oil Prod SRL. 
With appeal in the term provided by  art. 244 index 1 paragraph 2 Civil procedure code. 

4.  1517/118/2012 Creditor : Oil Terminal SA 
Debtor : SC Byotech Prod General 
 

 Constanta Court  Action in claims 
 

File in 
enforcement 

Action in claims, by which it requested to the defendant the obligation to pay the total amount of 
251,185 lei, representing : 

1. 164,066 lei, representing c/value of VAT related to the excise of 863,504 lei settled by the 
Control Report no. 9904/30.07.2009, issued by Customs National Authority, Constanta  
Regional Direction for Excises and Customs Operations. 
2. 87.,19 lei, representing delay increases of VAT payment. 

By Civil sentence no. 16622/24.10.2012,  Constanta Court admits the summons submitted by the 
complainant S.C. OIL TERMINAL S.A. in contradictory with S.C. BYOTECH PROD GENERAL S.R.L. it obliges 
the defendant to pay the complainant to pay the amoun t of 164,066 lei representing c/value of the 
excise 863,504 lei and the amount of 87,119 lei representing delay penalties. It obliges the defendant to 
pay the complainant court expenses in an amount of 8,255.70 lei. 
It submitted an enforcement request. 
The bailiff set apar ton all debtor’s accounts, but this one has no funds. 

5.  12392/118/2012 Complainant:  OIL TERMINAL SA 
Defendant: SC OLTCHIM SA 

Constanta Court of 
Justice 

 Constanta Court 

Claims 
 

It requested the defendant’ obligation to pay the delay penalties in the amount of 406,458 lei, 
representing delay penalties for the last 3 years.  
Suspended file according to art. 36 of Law 85/2006. (it submitted a request of enrollment at credential 
table. ) 

6.  242/118/2013 
 

Complainant:  OIL TERMINAL S.A. 
Defendant: SC OLTCHIM SA  
 

 
Constanta Court of 

Justice 

Payment 
ordinance  

   

It requests the payment of the amount of 806,356.74 lei, representing c/value of the invoces issued in the 
period 01.01.2010-20.11.2012.  
 On 09.04.2013 the files suspends, according to art. 36 of Law no. 85/2006.(It recorded enrollment at 
credential table. ) 

7.  35925/3/2012  Complainant Creditor : OIL 
TERMINAL SA 
Debtor :SC BIOROMOIL  SRL  

Bucharest Court of 
Justice 

 Enrollment at 
credential table  
115,340.89 lei 

 

Request  for enrollment at credential table with the amount of 115,340.89 lei, made of : 
-114,243.14 lei debt;  
-1,097.75 lei penalties. 
The request was admitted.  
Solution on short: According to art.101 paragraph 1 of Law no. 85/2006 regarding the insolvency 
procedure, it confirms the reorganization  plan of debtor SC BIOROMOIL SRL. With term to go on the 
procedure on 20.10.2015. With appeal in 7 days since communication. 
Given in public meeting, today, 02.06.2015. 
Document: Intermediary decision no. 5125/  02.06.2015. 
Solution on short: According to art.101 paragraph 1 of Law no. 85/2006 regarding the insolvency 
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procedure, it rejects the request of liquidator AMD GRUP EXPERT SPRL to confirm the altered 
reorganization plan of debtor SC BIOROMOIL SRL. With term to go on the procedure on 30.05.2017. with 
appeal in 7 days since communication. Given in public meeting, today, 07.03.2017.  
Document: interim decision no. 1046/ 07.03.2017. 
Term : 26.06.2018 

8.  2639/212/2013 Complainant creditor:  OIL 
TERMINAL SA 
Debtor: ELVIMEX TRANS GRUP SRL 

 Constanta 
Court 

 
 Constanta Court of 

justice 

Claims 
 

It requested the payment of the amount 56,099.29 lei c/value VAT and court expenses . 
It suspends the action submitted by the complainant according to art. 244 paragraph 1 item 1 Civil 
procedure code, until the final solution of Civil File no. 26/118/2014 pending on Constanta Court of 
Justice. With appeal during the suspension period. Given in public meeting, today,07.03.2014.  
Decision- Suspension   07.03.2014.  
Solution on short: It admits the request submitted by the complainant.It obliges the defendant to pay the 
amount of 56,099.29 lei representing VAT wrongly applied. With appeal in 15 days since communication. 
 Given in public meeting, today, 07.11.2016.  
Document: Decision  no. 13003/ 07.11.2016. 
Appeal. 
Solution on short: It admits the appeal. It alters in whole the appealed sentence, rejecting the action 
submitted by the complainant Oil Terminal SA in contradictory with the defendant  Elvimex Trans Group 
SRL. It obliges the defendant Oil Terminal to pay the complainant Elvimex Trans Group SRL  the amount of 
1,352 lei  as court expenses in appeal, representing stamp tax. Irrevocable.  
 Document: Decision no. 60/ 07.04.2017. 
Civil sentence has not communicated yet. 

9.  887/90/2013 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Creditor: OIL TERMINAL SA 
Debtor: SC OLTCHIM SA  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Valcea Court of Justice 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Insolvency 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Request for enrollment at credential table with the following amounts 
1. 1,159,783.62 lei debt; 
2. 725,922,11 lei delay penalties 
3. 39.03 lei court expenses 

Solution on short: decision It rejects  ANAF’ REQUEST. Inch. It admits the judicial administrator (art.49 
paragraph 3)Law no.85/2006. Inch. It rejects the request to replace judicial administrator as being stated 
by a person without active procedural quality. 
It postpones the file It admits the postponment request submitted by the Judicial Administrators 
Committee, by which it asks for a new term in order to go on the procedure according to report, as 
being groundless. 
Final decision (desinvestment)  no. 450/2013. 
According to art. 101 paragraph 1 of Law no.85/2006 regarding the insolvency procedure: it confirms 
the Reorganization plan proposed by  ROMINSOLV SPRL and BDO BUSINESS RESTRUCTURING SPRL, file 
77 of Reorganization plan, cu scenarios A and B, chapter 1.1.1., files 83-90 of the Reorganization plan 
voted in the Creditors Meetinng on 09.03.2015. It settles first term 23.09.2015, in order to submit the 
Trimestrial report provided by stipulations of art. 106 of Law no.85/2006. With appeal in term of 7 days 
since communication. 
Document: Decision of  22.04.2015. 
Solution on short: It rejects the appeals as groundless. Irrevocable. 
Document: Decision no. 1585/ 24.09.2015. 
Solution on short: According to stipulations of art.101 parahraph 5) reported to art. 95 paragraph 4 of 
Law no.85/2006: It confirms the extension of period for the Judicial reorganization plan of debtor 
OLTCHIM SA by one-year period, extension approved by the Creditors General Assembly of 22.08.2016. 
With appeal in 7 days since communication. Decision according to art.333 reported to art.133 paragraph 
1 Civil procedure code 1864: It cancels the requests of judicial stamp tax refund. With appeal in  15 days 
since communication. 
Document: Final decision (desinvestment)  97/  23.11.2016. 
Solution on short: According to stipulations of art. 101 paragraph (5) of Law no. 85/2006: It confirms the 
alteration of judicial reorganization plan of debtor Oltchim SA Rm. Valcea, proposed by  ROMINSOLV 
SPRL and  BDO Business Restructuring SPRL, and voted by the creditors assembly by the creditors 
assembly decision of 6 March 2017. It settles term to submit the trimestrial report provided by 
stipulations of art. 106 of Law no. 85/2006, on 18.10.2017. With appeal in  7 days since communication. 
If appealed, the request will be submitted to Valcea Court of Appeal. Given in public meeting, today, 28 
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June 2017.  
Document: Decision  1502/ 28.06.2017. 
Term : 05.09.2018 

10.  2380/118/2013 
 
 
 
 

 

 Creditor:OIL TERMINAL SA 
Debtor: SC OIL PROD SRL  
 

 Constanta Court of 
Justice 

 

 Enrollment at 
credential table  

 

 It submitted a request for enrollment at credential table with the amount of 242,498.99 lei. 
Solution : It orders the debtor’s  bankruptcy according to art. 107 paragraph 1.  
Document: Interim decision no. 2201/  26.08.2014. 
Term: 15.10.2018 

11.  14833/212/2013 Complainant :OIL TERMINAL  SA 
Defendant: INGAPIVET SRL 

Constanta Court Payment 
ordinance 

 File of enforcement 

 The payment ordinance by which it requests the payment of the amount of  12,137.88 lei and of court 
expenses.   
Solution: It admits the request for the payment ordinance. Decision no.  10776/ 05.09.2013. 
File of enforcement. 

12.  14430/212/2013 Complainant:OIL TERMINAL SA 
Defendant :  CCCH SA 

 Constanta Court 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Constanta 
Court of Justice 

Action in claims 
 

 Action in claims by which it requests the amount of  10,193.96 lei, representing c/value of outstanding 
invoices, the amount of 4,684.28 lei  representing penalties and court expenses.  
It rejects the request submitted by expert Serban Monica as for the fee increase by the amount of 1000 
lei, as groundless. It partly admits the request submitted and mentioned by the complainant S.C. OIL 
TERMINAL S.A. in contradictory with the defendant S.C. COMPANIA CONSTRUCTII COMUNICATII 
HIDROTEHNICE S.A. CONSTANTA. It obliges the defendant to pay the complainant the amount of 
18,587.01 lei representing c/value of invoices for resupply of electric power, issued for the consumption in 
the period 31.08.2011 – 31.05.2013, according to electric power re supply contract no. 29/2011. It obliges 
the defendant to pay the compplainant the amount of 4,929.54 lei  representing c/value of interests and 
delay penalties calculate d for the main debt, since the due date of each invoice, until  31.05.2013, and 
the payment of interests and delay penalties calculate don the main debt to be calculated since 
31.05.2013 until the main debt effective payment, according to provisions of art. 18 of electric power re 
supply contract no. 29/2011. It obliges the defendant to pay the complainant the amount of 2,231.76 lei 
as court expenses, representing stamp tax and expert fee. With appeal  to be submitted to Constanta 
Court in 30 days since communication. 
Given today, 26.08.2014, by putting the solution on parties’ disposal through the court graft.  
Document: Decision no. 8643/ 26.08.2014. 
Appeal. 
Solution on short: it admits the appeal submitted  by the appellant Accountancy Expert Office Serban 
Monica. It partly changes the appealed sentence admitting the request submitted by Accountancy Expert 
Office Serban Monica of agreed interim fee increase by the amount of 1,000 lei. It rejects as groundless 
the appeal submitted by the defendant appellant COMPANIA CONSTRUCTII COMUNICATII HIDROTEHNICE 
SA. 
It maintains the other appealed decision’ disposals.  
Document: decision no.  127/ 03.03.2015. 
File of enforcement. 

13.  25351/212/2013 Complainant: OIL TERMINAL SA 
Defendant: ROBCHIM SRL 

 Constanta Court Payment 
ordinance 

 

Payment ordinance by which it requested the payment of the debt in amount  6,720.64 lei.  
Partially paid debt, the claims were diminished by the amount of 1,636. 64 lei. 
It partly admits the request submitted by creditor SC OIL TERMINAL SA in contradictory with debtor SC 
ROBCHIM SRL, as it was altered. It summoned the debtor to pay the amount in a total of 1,636.64 lei to 
the creditor, in 30 days since the present ordinance communication, from which the amount of 1,191.64 
lei  representing c/valu of services supplies and product storage and the amount of 445 lei representing 
delay penalties. It obliges the debtor to pay the amount of 200 lei as court expenses (stamp tax). WIth 
application for annulment for both parties in 10 days since communication. The application for annulment 
is submitted to Constanta Court. 
Decision no. 14288/ 28.11.2013.  
File of enforcement. 
Paid debt, we kept our claims for the expenses of enforcement in an amount of 200 lei. 

14.  23592/212/2013 Complainant:  OIL TERMINAL S.A 
Defendant: S.C. DG PETROL S.R.L., 
G.K.V. LTD S.R.L. 

 Constanta Court 
 
 

Action in 
contractual 

liability 

Summons by which it asks for the amount of 10,000 lei payment, representing c/value of contravention 
fine (DAI wrong fill in) and court expenses.  
It admits the suspension request. According to art.36 of Insolvency law no.85/2006, it suspends the file 
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Constanta Court 

solution until the insolvency procedure closing, being the object of file no. 63863/3/2011 pending on 
Bucharest Court of Justice – Civil VII section. With appeal during the whole suspension period. 
Given in public meeting, today, 22.05.2014. Decision communicated on 12.06.2014. 
It admits the exception of passive procedural quality lack. It rejects the request in contradictory with the 
defendant as being submitted agains a person without passive procedural quality. With appeal in 30 days 
since communication date. 
Given in public meeting, today 12.06.2014. 
Document: Decision no.6699/ 12.06.2014. 
Appeal. 
Decision: It rejects as groundless the appeal against Civil sentence no. 6699/2014 of 12.06.2014 given by 
Constanta Court in File no. 23592/212/2012/a1. It obliges the appellant SC OIL TERMINAL SA to the 
defendant SC GKV LTD SA to pay the amount of 1,240 lei, representing court expenses. Final. Given in 
public meeting, today 10.03.2015. 
 Document: Decision no. 144/10.03.2015. 
Insolvency file no. 63863/3/2011 with term 23.10.2018 in Bucharest Court of Justice – in order to go on 
the goods capitalization procedure going on from the debtor company patrimony. 

15.  34987/212/2013 
 

 

Complainant: DUDAU VASILE 
Defendant: OIL TERMINAL 

 Constanta Court 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Constanta Court of 
Justice 

 

The obligation to 
do 

 

Request for sale the service  flat  to the employee Dudau Vasile. 
According to art. 400, civil procedure code, it re puts the file on the rol land settles term, in order to 
complete the evidence, on  16.09.2014 for the date the aprties will be cited and the address to Constanta 
County City Hall will be issued to communicate the legal situation of the building located in Constanta 
no.2, Caraiman str., idetified in the inventory list under no. 1210246 North Storage Farm (ex storage farm 
no. 2) and to Constanta  OCPI to comunicate if the above mentioned building has opened land registry 
and if there is, to communicate a copy of the land drawing. Without appeal. Given by putting the solution 
on the aprties disposal through the court graft, today 17.06.2014. 
It rejects as groundless the request submitted by the complainant DUDAU VASILE in contradictory with 
the defendant S.C. OIL TERMINAL S.A. with appeal in 30 days since communication date. The appeal is 
submitted  in Constanta Court. Given by putting the solution on parties’ disposal through the court graft, 
today 30.09.2014. 
 Document: decision no. 394/ 30.09.2014. 
Appeal. 
Solution on short:  it admits the appeal submitted by the appellant Dudau Vasile in contradictory with the 
defendant SC Oil Terminal SA against Civil sentence no. 9874/30.09.2014 given by Constanta Court. It 
alters in whole the appealec sentence. It partly admits the action. It obliges the defendant to sell the 
complainant the service flat being the object of hire contract no. 397/2002 of parties, located in 
Constanta, no.2,  Caraiman  str. It obliges the defendant to pay the complainant the amount of 1,020 lei – 
court expenses on the merits. 
Document: decision no. 394/16.06.2015. 
 

16.  8259/212/2011 
 

Complainant: OIL TERMINAL 
Defendant: Byotech Prod General 
SRL 

 Constanta Court Enforcement Enforcement request for the amount of 22,308.54 lei, the amount to be updated by the inflation rate until 
the date of debt full payment, plus court expenses in an amount of 1,453 lei. 
Debtor has no liquidities and goods that can be enforced. 

17.  7556/212/2014 
 
 
 
 
 

Complainant : Oil Terminal S.A. 
Defendant: ECO PETROLEUM S.R.L 

 Constanta Court Action in claims 
13,377.12 lei 

 

Action in claims by which we ask for court expenses payment in an amount of 13,377.12 lei, representing 
barrister fee in file no. 2238/118/2008, amount of 1,345 lei  expert fee, and c/value stamp tax in the 
present file. 
According to art. 36 of Law no. 85/2006, it notices the file’ solution as legally suspended, following the 
opening of insolvency procedure on the defendant S.C. ECO PETROLEUM S.R.L. with appeal during the 
suspension. Given in public meeting, today, 10.11.2014. 
Document: Decision - Suspension  of 10.11.2014. 
Civil sentence has not been communicated yet. 

18.  34986/212/2013 
 
 
 
 

Complainant : Milea George 
Defendant : Oil Terminal S.A. 

Constanta Court 
 
 
 
 

Obligation to do 
 
 
 
 

Request of house sale to employee Milea George. 
Solution on short: It admits the action. It orders to oblige the defendant to sell to the complainant, 
according to law 85/1992 and those of decree law 61/1990, the service flat located in Constanta County, 
no.2 Caraiman str., Constanta County, identified the defendant’ records with inventory number  
11110431 north Storage Farm. It orders to oblige the defendant to pay to the complainant the amount of 
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Constanta Court of 
Justice 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   
 
 

20 lei as court expenses – stamp tax. With appeal in 30 days since communication to be submitted to 
Constanta Court. Given today,  21.10.2014 by putting the solution on disposal through the court graft. 
Document: Decision no.10899/ 22.10.2014. 
Appeal. 

Solution on short: It admits the appeal. It partly alters the appealed sentence as follows: it partly admits 
the action. It obliges the defendant SC Oil Terminal SA to sell to the complainant Milea Geroge the 
service flat located in Constanta, no.2, Caraiman str. it maintains the rest of court disposals. It obliges 
the defendant to pay the appellant the amount of 20 lei court expenses in appeal. Final. Given in public 
meeting, today, 23.10.2015. 
Document: decision no.840/ 23.10.2015. 
Solution on short: It admits the request to redress the material error submitted by the appellant Milea 
George. It orders to redress the material errors of the civil sentence no. 840 of 23.10.2015 given in file 
no. 34986/212/2013 of constanta Court of Justice, mentioning ’’It obliges the defendant  SC Oil Terminal 
SA to sell the complainant Milea George, according to terms of art 7 paragraph 3, art 10 paragraph 3 and 
art. 16 of law 85/1992, the service flat located in Constanta County, no.2, Caraiman str., identified with 
inventory number no. 11110431 North Storage Farm, made of 2 rooms, kitchen, bathroom, hall, in a 
surface of 42.44 sq.m., being the object of hire contract no. 358/2001, altered by the additional act no. 1 
of 31.05.2013.” as it is correct, instead of ‚’’It obliges the defendant SC Oil Terminal SA  to sell to the 
complainant Milea George, in terms of  art 7 paragraph 3, art 10 paragraph 3 and art. 16 of law 85/2006, 
service house, located in Constanta County, no.2, Caraiman str., identified with inventory number no. 
11110431 North Storage Farm, made of 2 rooms, kitchen, bathroom, hall, in a surface of 42.44 sq.m., 
being the object of hire contract no. 358/2001,altered by the additional act no. 1 of 31.05.2013.” as 
wrongly was mentioned. The correction will be made in both original decsion’ original copies. Final. 
Solved in the boardroom. Given in public meeting, today 20.04.2018. 
Document: Decision in the boardroom on  20.04.2018. 

19.  34991/212/2013 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Complainant : Olaru Laurentiu 
Defendant : Oil Terminal S.A. 

Constanta 
Court  

 
 
 
 
 

 Constanta Court of 
Justice 

 
 
 
 

 

Obligation to do  Request to sell the flat to the employee  Olaru Laurentiu. 
Solution on short: it admits the action. It orders to oblige the defendant to sell the complainant to sell, 
according to law 85/1992 and those of decree law 61/1990, service flat located in Constanta County, no.2, 
Caraiman str. ground floor, Constanta county,  identified with inventory number no. 11110051 North 
Storage Farm. It orders the defendant to pay to complainant the amount 0f 20 lei as court expenses – 
stamp tax. With appeal in 30 days since communication to be submitted to Constanta Court. Given today, 
21 10 2014 by putting the solution on disposal through the court graft.  
Document: Decision on   22.10.2014. 
Appeal. 
Solution on short: It rejects the appeal submitted by the appellant OIL TERMINAL SA in contradictory with  
the defendant Olaru Laurentiu against the Civil sentence no.10900/21.10.2014 given by Constanta Court 
as groundless. 
Document: Decision no. 781/20.10.2015. 

20.  2884/245/2011 Reclamant : SNTFC- CFR 
Defendant : Oil Terminal S.A. 
Oscar Downstream S.R.L., CFR 
MARFA 
 

Iasi Court Action in claims 
 

Action in claims by which it asks for the payment of the amount  44,400.98 lei representing c/value of  
12,075 kgs gas oil.. 
Suspended litigation until the criminal file solving up. 
Solution on short: To be issued the address to the prosecutor’s office by Constanta Court, gives term on 
27.03.2018. 
Document: Decision on  30.01.2018. 
Solution on short: As for the mentionings of the defendant SNTF CFR MARFA SA SUC IASI submitted by the 
conventional representative on this term regarding the submission of a complainant against the first 
prosecutor, gives term on 08.05.2018.  
Document: Decision on  27.03.2018. 
Solution on short: It rejects the request of re putting on roll the file,, as groundless. It settles 
administrative term for control on 30.11.2018. With appeal during the whole suspension period, the 
request being submitted to Iasi Court. Given in public meeying, today, 17.05.2018. 
 Document: Decision – Suspension of  17.05.2018. 
Term : 30.11.2018 
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21.  27081/212/2014 Complainant: Oil Terminal S.A. 
Defendant : Glory’s Finance 
Corporation LTD 
 

Constanta Court 
 
 

Payment 
ordinance 

 

 Payment ordinance by which it asks for the payment of the amount 2,558.49 USD ( equivalent of 8,458.65 
lei ) and court expenses, representing c/value of invoice no. 31679/26.08.2013 – issued and unpaid. 
 It admits the request. It orders the debtor that, in 10 days since the present decision communication, to 
pay the creditor the amount of 2,558.48 USD (or equivalent in lei on the payment date according to 
official exchange rate of Romanian National Bank), representing c/value of the supplied services. It orders 
to oblige the defendant to pay the complainant the amount of 200 lei as court expenses – stamp  tax. 
Executory. With request for annulment in 10 days since the ordinance’ handling or communication. Given 
today, 11.12. 2014  by putting the solution on disposal through the court graft. 
 Document: Decision no. 13455 of  11.12.2014. 
Main debt was paid. 
Remaining 200 lei court expenses. 

22.  5855/212/2015 Complainant: Oil Terminal S.A.  
Defendant: Sali Edem 

 
Constanta 

Court 

Action in claims 
File of 

enforcement 

 Action in claims by which it asks for the payment of the amount 2,828,.66 lei representing outstanding 
invoices for utilities. 
Solution on short:  It admits the request submitted by the complainant OIL TERMINAL S.A. in contradictory 
with the defendant SALI ADEM. It obliges the defendant to pay the complainant the amount of 2,828.66 
lei  representing c/value of invoices issued in the period 30.07.2010-31.07.2014. It obliges the defendant 
to pay the complainant the amount of 203 lei as court expenses representing judicial stamp tax. With 
appeal in 30 days since communication; the appeal is submitted to Constanta Court, under the sanction of 
nullity. Given in public meeting, today, 08.10.2015. 
Document: Decision no.11251/ 08.10.2015. 
File in enforcement. 

23.  5857/212/2015 Complainant: Oil Terminal S.A.  
Defendant: Rasid Aise 

 
Constanta Court 

Action in claims 
File of 

enforcement  

Action in claims by which it asks for the payment of the amount 3,589.64 lei representing outstanding 
invoices for utilities. 
Solution on short:  It admits the request submitted by the complainant OIL TERMINAL S.A. in contradictory 
with the defendant RACID AISIE. It obliges the defendant to pay the complainant the amount of 3,589.64 
lei as fiscal invoices c/value. It obliges the defendant to pay the complainant the amount of 256.27 lei as 
court expenses representing judicial stamp tax. With appeal in 30 days since communication, in Constanta 
Court. Given in public meeting, today, 23.12.2015. 
Document: Decision no.15793/ 23.12.2015. 
File in enforcement in BEJ. 
 
On  17.01.2017 the amount of 1.000 lei was recovered : 240 lei enforcement expenses, 100 lei legal 
situation , Land register tax, 60 lei Land Register recording tax, 316,5 lei debt, 283,50 lei bailiff fee. 
 On 31.01.2017 the amount of 716.50 lei was cashed. 

24.  8944/212/2015 Complainant: Oil Terminal S.A. 
Defendant: Silk Road Petroleum SRL 

 
Constanta County 

Action in  claims 
File of 

enforcement 

 Action in claims  which it asks for the payment of the amount 10,270.78 lei deposited on 26.03.2015. 
Solution on short:  It admits the request submitted by the complainant OIL TERMINAL S.A. in contradictory 
with the defendant Silk Road Petroleum SRL . It obliges the defendant to pay the complainant the amount 
of 10,270.78 lei representing c/value of invoices no.31247/26.07.2013 and no. 32134/30.09.2013. It 
obliges the defendant to pay the complainant the amount of 618.5 lei  representing court expenses -  
judicial stamp tax. With appeal in 30 days since communication. Given in public meeting, today, 
24.09.2015. 
Document: Decision no.10360/ 24.09.2015. 
File in enforcement in BEJ. 

25.  2503/118/2015 Complainant : Ion Mihai 
Defendant : Oil Terminal S.A. 

 Constanta Court of 
Justice 

 Labor litigation 
Contest of 
dismissal decision 

Contest against the Dismissal decision no. 93/11.03.2015. 
Solution on short: According to  art. 413 paragraph 1 item 2 NCPC, it suspends the request submitted by 
the complainant  ION MIHAI in contradictory with  the defendant OIL TERMINAL SA, until the file’ final 
solving up, being the object of criminal file no. 791/P/2015 of Prosecutor’ s office by Constanta Court. 
With appeal during the whole suspension period. The appeal request is submitted to Constanta Court of 
Justice. Given in public meeting, today, 08.02.2016. 
Document: Decision – Suspension of  08.02.2016. 
 Civil sentence no. 1709/26.06.2018 : It rejects the summons submitted by the complainant ION MIHAI in 
contradictory with the defendant SC OIL TERMINAL SA Constanta, as groundless. It rejects the defendant’ 
request regarding the complainant’ obligation to pay the court expenses, as groundless. With appeal in 10 
days since communication. The appeal request is submitted to Constanta Court of Justice. Given by 
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putting the solution on disposal through the court graft, today, 26.06.2018. 

26.  4034/118/2015 
 
 
 

5409/118/2015 

Complainant: Oil Terminal S.A. 
Defendant: Interagro SRL 

Constanta Court of 
Justice  

 
 
 
 

 Constanta Court of 
Justice 

Payment 
ordinance 

 
 
 
 

Action for 
annulment  

Payment ordinance by which it asks the payment of debt i the amount of 545,324,.83 lei. 
Solutia on short: Inch. It rejects as groundless the request submitted by creditor Oil Terminal S.A., in 
contradictory with debtor S.C. InterAgro S.R.L., for the payment ordinance issue. It rejects as groundless 
the request submitted by creditor to pay the court expenses (stamp judicial tax).  
Document: decision no. 1807 / 31.07.2015. 
 Action for annulment  
Solution on short: Decision. It admits the request for annulment submitted by the creditor  SC OIL 
TERMINAL SA in contradictory with the debtor SC INTERAGRO SRL against the Civil sentence no. 
1807/31.07.2015,  given by Constanta Court of Justice in file no. 4034/118/2015 . It fully cancles the 
decision reminded and re judging : It admits the request of creditor SC OIL TERMINAL SA in contradictory 
with the debtor SC INTERAGRO SRL , as it was altered. It orders the debtor to pay the creditor – in 10 days 
since the present ordinance communication to creditor- the amounts of 1,154,593.84 de lei, representing 
c/value of the outstanding invoices, issued according to Service Supplies and Dispatch Contract no. 
25/C/2014 and of  Rail manoeuvrings services supplies contract CF 25/M/2014 and  200 lei –  court 
expenses (judicial stamp tax) . It obliges the defendant debtor to pay the amount of 100 de lei – court 
expenses (judicial stamp expenses) in the creditor’ s favour. Final. 
 Document: Decision 2866/26.11.2015. 
 It started the enforcement procedure of guarantee contract to BEJ Oana Silviu. 
Debtor  in insolvency. 
The request for enrollment at credential table was submitted. Insolvency file 4010/87/2015-  Teleorman 
Court of Justice.. 

27.  1532/1/2015 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Defendants: 

Udrea Elena Gabriela, 

Rudel Obreja, 

Breazu Liberiu Tudor, 

Lungu Stefan, 

Nastasia Gheorghe, 

Topoliceanu Ana Maria, 

Botoroaga Dragos Marius, 

Ariton Ion, 

Civil part:  

Ministry of Regional Development 

and Public Administration - 

ANAF, 

SNTGN Transgaz SA, 

OIL TERMINAL SA, 

SN NUCLEARELECTRICA SA, 

SC Complexul Energetic Oltenia SA , 

Societatea Natioanla A Apelor 

High Court of Cassation 
and Justice 

Bribery (art.290 
NCP), Corruption 
criminal offence 

(Law no. 78/2000), 
tax evasion (Law 

87/1994, 
Law241/2005), 
abuse in service 

(art.297 NCP) 

Oil Terminal S.A.  was introduced ex officio as civil part. 
Decision no. 181/28.03.2017 
Solution details: 1. It convicts the defandant Udrea Elena Gabriela (civil status dates) for: - 5 years of 
prison , 3 years   prohibition of rights provided in art. 64 letter a of the IInd script, letter b Criminal code of 
1969 for bribery povided by art.254 paragraph1 Criminal code of 1969 related to art.6 of Law no.78/2000 
by applying art. 5 Criminal code - 4 years of prison and 3 years prohibition of rights provided by art. 64 
letter a of the IInd script, letter. b Criminal code of  1969 for bribery provided by art.254 paragraph 1 
Criminal code of 1969 related to art.6 of Law no.78/2000 by applying art. 5 Criminal code ; - 6 years of 
prison and 4 years  of rights prohibition provided by art. 64 letter  of the IInd script , letter b,  Criminal 
code of 1969 for bribery provided by art. art.254 paragraph 1 Criminal code of 1969 related to art.6 of 
Law no.78/2000 by applying art.254 Criminal code ; - 6 years of prison and 4 years rights prohibition 
provided by art. 64 letter a the IInd script , letter b Criminal code of 1969, for abuse of job provided by art. 
13/2 of Law no.78/2000 related to art.248 together with art.248/1 Criminal code of 1969 by applying art. 
5 Criminal code. According to  art. 33 letter a, art. 34 letter b and art. 35 Criminal code of 1969 gathers the 
penalties applied to the defendant Udrea Elena Gabriela and orders to execute the longest penalti of 6 
years of prison and 4 years rights prohibition provided by art. 64 letter a IInd script, letter b Criminal code 
of 1969. According to  art.71 Criminal code of 1969 it forbids the defendant the rights provided by art. 64 
letter a II-nd script, letter b Criminal code of 1969. It deduces from the penalti applioed to the defendant 
the preventive arrest period and the house arrest since 25 February 2015 until  16 June 2015. According 
to  art. 396 paragraph 5 related to art. 16 paragraph 1 letter c Criminal code procedure pays the 
defendant Udrea Elena Gabriela for the tendency to use fake, incorrect or incomplete  documents or 
statements to get unjustly funds from European Union budget, provided by art.20 Criminal code of 1969 
related to art.18/1 paragraph 1, paragraph 3 of Law no.78/2000 by applying art.5 Criminal code. 2. It 
convicts the defendant  Lungu Stefan (civil status dates) for: - 1 year si 6 months prison for complicity to 
bribery provided by art. 26 related to art.255 paragraph 1 Criminal code of 1969 related to art.6 of Law 
no.78/2000 by applying art. 396 paragraph 10 Criminal procedure code, art. 19 of EGO no. 43/2002 and 
art. 5 Criminal code; - 1 year and 4 months prison for complicity to bribery provided by art.26 related to 
art.255 paragraph 1 Criminal code of 1969 related to  art.6 of Law no.78/2000 by applying  art.396 
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Minerale, SNGN Romgaz SA , 

SPEEH hidroelectrica SA, 

SC IAR SA , 

CNTEE Transelectrica SA  

 

paragraph 10 Criminal procedure code, art. 19 of EGO no.43/2002 and art. 5 Criminal code; - 1year and 4 
months prison for complicity to bribery provided by art. 26 related to  art.255 paragraph 1 Criminal code 
of 1969 related to art.6 of Law no.78/2000 by applying art. 396 paragraph 10 Criminal procedure code, 
art. 19 of EGO no.43 2002 and art. 5 Criminal code. According to art. 33 letter a and art. 34 letter b 
Criminal code of 1969 gathers the penalties applied to the defendant  Lungu Stefan and orders this to 
execute the longest one of 1 year and 6 months of prison. According to art.71 Criminal code of 1969 it 
forbids the defendant the rights provided by   art. 64 letter. IInd script, letter. b Criminal code of 1969. 
According to art.86/1 paragraph 1 and paragraph 2 Criminal code of 1969 it orders the suspension under 
survey of the penalty applied to the defendant Lungu Stefan during a 5-year trial term, settled in terms of 
art.86/2 Criminal code of 1969. According to  art.86/3 Criminal code of 1969 it orders that, during the trial 
term, the defendant Lungu Stefan is under survey measures: a)to present on dates settled by the 
probation service by Bucharest Court of Justice acording to the schedule settled by it; b) to let know 
previously any residence change and any removal exceeding 8 days and return; c) to let know and to 
justify the job change; d) to let know information to control his ways of existence. It draws the defendant’ 
attention on disposals of art.86/4 Criminal code of 1969 regarding the recalling of suspension of penalty 
under survey. According to  art.71 paragraph 5 Criminal code of 1969 it orders the suspension of auxiliary 
penalty during the trial term. It notices that the defendant Lungu Stefan was retained in house arrest in 
the period 2 February 2015 – 21 May 2015. 3. It convicts the defendant Topoliceanu Ana Maria (civil 
status dates) for 3 years of prison and 2 years rights prohibition provided by art. 64 letter a II nd script, 
letter b Criminal code of 1969 for bribery provided by art.254 paragraph 1 Criminal code of 1969 related 
to art.6 of Law no.78/2000 by applying  art. 5 Criminal code. According to  art.71 Criminal code of  1969 
forbids the defendant the rights provided by art. 64 letter a IInd script, letter b Criminal code of 1969. 
According to art.86/1 paragraph.1 and paragraph 2 Criminal code of 1969 it orders the suspension under 
survey the penalty appled to the defendant Topoliceanu Ana Maria during a 5-year trial term, settled 
according to art.862 Criminal code of 1969. According to art.86/3 Criminal code of 1969 it orders that, 
during the trial term, the defendant Topoliceanu Ana Maria is under the following survey measures: a) to 
present on dates settled by the probation service by Bucharest Court of Justice acording to the schedule 
settled by it; b) to let know previously any residence change and any removal exceeding 8 days and 
return; c) to let know and to justify the job change; d) to let know information to control his ways of 
existence. It draws the defendant’ attention on disposals of art.86/4 Criminal code of 1969 regarding the 
recalling of suspension of penalty under survey. According to  art.71 paragraph 5 Criminal code of 1969 it 
orders the suspension of auxiliary penalty during the trial term. It draws the defendant’ attention on 
disposals of art.86/4 Criminal code of 1969 regarding the recalling of suspension of penalty under survey. 
According to  art.71 paragraph 5 Criminal code of 1969 it orders the suspension of auxiliary penalti during 
the trial term. 4. It convicts the defendant Breazu Liberiu Tudor (civil status dates)  3 years of prison and 2 
years rights prohibition provided by art. 66 letter aand letter b Criminal code for complicity to bribery 
provided by art.48 related to art.289 paragraph 1 Criminal code and  art.6 of Law no.78/2000 by applying 
art.5 Criminal code. According to art. 65 Criminal code it forbids to the defenadnt the rights provided by 
art. 66 letter a and letter  b Criminal code. It deduces from the penalty applied to the defendant the 
detention period, preventive arrest and home arrest since 7 February 2015 until 6 June 2015. 5. It convicts 
the defendant Botoroaga Dragos Marius (civil status dates)  2 years and  6 months prison and 2 years 
rights prohibition provided by art. 64 letter  Ind script, letter b Criminal code of 1969 for bribery provided 
by art. 255 paragraph 1 Criminal code of 1969 related to art. 6 of Law no. 78/2000 by applying art. 5 
Criminal code. According to art. 71 Criminal code of 1969 it forbids the defendant the rights provided by 
art. 64 letter  Ind script, letter b Criminal code of 1969. According to art.86/1 paragraph 1 and paragraph2 
Criminal code of 1969 it orders the suspension under survey the penalti applied to the defendant 
Botoroaga Dragos Marius durin a 5-year trial term, settled according to terms provided by art.862 
Criminal code of 1969. According to art.86/3 Criminal code of 1969  It orders, during the trial term, the 
defendant to be under survey measures: a)to present on dates settled by the probation service by 
Bucharest Court of Justice acording to the schedule settled by it; b) to let know previously any residence 
change and any removal exceeding 8 days and return; c) to let know and to justify the job change; d) to let 
know information to control his ways of existence. It draws the defendant’ attention on disposals of 
art.86/4 Criminal code of 1969 regarding the recalling of suspension of penalty under survey. According to  
art.71 paragraph 5 Criminal code of 1969 it orders the suspension of auxiliary penalty during the trial 
term. 6. it convicts  the defendant Nastasia Gheorghe (civil status dates) 4 years prison and 3 years rights 
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prohibition provided by de art. 64 letter  IInd  script, letter b Criminal code of 1969 for bribery provided by 
art. 254 paragraph 1 Criminal code of 1969 related to art.6 of Law no.78/2000 by applying art.5 Criminal 
code. According to  art.71 Criminal code of 1969 it forbids the defendant’ rights provided by art. 64 letter 
a  IInd script, letter b Criminal code of 1969. According to art.86/1 paragraph 1 and paragraph 2 Criminal 
code of 1969 it orders the suspension under survey of the penalti applied to the defendant Nastasia 
Gheorghe during the 6-year trial period, settled according to art.86/2 Criminal code of 1969. According to 
art.86/3 Criminal code of 1969 it orders, during the trial term the defendant to be under survey measures: 
a)to present on dates settled by the probation service by Prahova Court of Justice acording to the 
schedule settled by it; b) to let know previously any residence change and any removal exceeding 8 days 
and return; c) to let know and to justify the job change; d) to let know information to control his ways of 
existence. It draws the defendant’ attention on disposals of art.86/4 Criminal code of 1969 regarding the 
recalling of suspension of penalty under survey. According to  art.71 paragraph 5 Criminal code of 1969 it 
orders the suspension of auxiliary penalty during the trial term.7. it convicts the defendant Obreja Rudel 
(civil status dates) la: - 4 years prison and 3 years rights prohibition provided by art. 64 letter a  II nd script, 
letter b Criminal code of 1969 for complicity to bribery provided by art.26 related to art.254 paragraph 1 
Criminal code of 1969 and art.6 of Law no.78/2000 by applying art. 5 Criminal code; - 5 years prison and 3 
years rights prohibition provided by art. 64 letter a  IInd script letter b and letter c Criminal code of 1969 
for tax evasion provided by art.9 paragraph.1 letter c, paragraph 2 of Law no. 241/2005 by applying art. 5 
Criminal code; -3 years prison and 2 years rights prohibition provided to art. 64 letter a IInd script, letter b 
and letter c Criminal code of 1969 for tax evasion provided by art.9 paragraph1 letter c of Law 
no.241/2005 by applying art. 5 Criminal code;  According to art. 86/3 related to art. 85 paragraph 1 
Criminal code of 1969 it cancels the suspension under survey of the 3 years of prison applied by criminal 
sentencea no 983 of  17 June 2015 of Bucharest Court of Justice, final by criminal decision no.495 of 22 
March 2016 of Bucharest Court of Appeal, Section I criminal and it notices that the conviction fact of the 
defendant  Obreja Rudel  is competing with the facts retained in the present file and orders him to 
execute the longest detention of 5 years prison and 3 years rights prohibition provided by art. 64 letter a II 
nd script, letter b and letter c Criminal code of 1969. It deduces from the punishment applied to the 
defendant, the detention period, preventive arrest and the home arrest since 4 February  2014 until 10 
June 2014, since 2 February 2015 and since 5 February 2015 until 22 June 2015. According to art. 396 
paragraph 5 related to art. 16 paragraph 1 letter a Criminal procedure code, it acquitted the defendant 
Obreja Rudel for money laundering provided by art.23 paragraph 1 letter a of Law no.656/2002 by 
applying art. 5 Criminal code. 8. According to art. 396 paragraph 5 related to art. 16 paragraph 1 letter b 
Criminal procedure code, it acquitted the defendant Ariton Ion (civil status dates), for improper 
participation to job abuse provided by art.52 paragraph 3 Criminal code reported to art.13/2 of Law 
no.78/2000 related to art.297 paragraph 1 Criminal code by applying  art. 5 Criminal code. According to 
art. 396 paragraph 5 related to art. 16 paragraph 1 letter b Criminal procedure code, it acquitts the same 
defendant for influnce use in order to get underserved goods provided to art.13 of Law no.78/2000 by 
applying art.5 Criminal codel. It obliges the defendant Obreja Rudel together with the responsible part S.C. 
Euro Box Promotion S.R.L. (ex S.C. Europlus Computers S.R.L) to pay to civil part Ministry of Public 
Finances through A.N.A.F the amount of 737.507 lei as civil compensation adding the interests and 
penalties provided by Fiscal procedure code related to main debt, calculated since the main debt due date 
and until its full payment. It rejects as groundless the civil compensation requests submitted by civil parts 
S.N.T.G.N. Transgaz S.A. Medias, Oil Terminal S.A.Constanta, S.N. Nuclearelectrica S.A.Bucuresti, S.C. 
Complexul Energetic Oltenia S.A., Societatea Nationala a Apelor Minerale S.A., S.N.G.N. Romgaz S.A. 
Medias, S.P.E.E.H Hidroelectrica S.A., S.C. IAR S.A. Ghimbav, C.N.T.E.E. Transelectrica S.A. It obliges the 
defendant  Udrea Elena Gabriela to pay the amount of 8,11,.800 lei as civil compensation to civil part  
Autoritatea Nationala pentru Turism. According to art.254 paragraph 3 Criminal code of 1969, it seizes for 
the state’ behalf from the defendant Udrea Elena Gabriela the amounts of 695.367 lei and 296,076 lei. 
According to  art. 255 paragraph 3 and paragraph 5 Criminal code of  1969 it obliges the defendant  Udrea 
Elena Gabriela to return the equivalent in lei at BNR exchange rate on the payment date, the amount of 
600,000 euro to the witness Boian Corin and the equivalentin lei  at BNR exchange rate on the payment 
date the amount of 300,000 euro to witness Gardean Adrian. According to art.254 paragraph  3 Criminal 
code of 1969 it seizes in the state’ behalf from the defendant Obreja Rudel the amount of 3,000,000 lei. It 
maintains the precautionary measure on the assets being in the propriety of defendants Udrea Elena 
Gabriela and Obreja Rudel, measure ordered by the ordinance no. 50/P/2014 on 17.02.2015 of the 
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prosecutor’ s office by the High Court of Cassation and Justice, National anticorruption direction, section 
of corruption connexed acts fighting. It  abolishes the precuationary measure on assts in the propriety of 
the defendantAriton Ion, measure ordered by the same ordinance. According to art.13 of Law no. 
241/2005 it orders to communicate to the Commerce Registrar Office a copy of the present decision on 
its final date. According to art. 274 paragraph 2 Criminal procedure code, it obliges the defendants Udrea 
Elena Gabriela and Breazu Liberiu Tudor to pay the amount of 20,000 lei as judicial expenses to the state. 
According to art. 274 paragraph  3 Criminal procedure code, it obliges the defendant Obreja Rudel 
together with the responsible part S.C. Euro Box Promotion S.R.L (ex S.C. Europlus Computers S.R.L)to pay 
the amount of 20,000 lei as judicial expenses to state. According to  art. 274 paragraph 2 Criminal 
procedure code it obliges the defendants Lungu Stefan, Topoliceanu Ana Maria, Botoroaga Dragos Marius 
and Nastasia Gheorghe to pay the amount of 15,000 lei as judicial expenses to state. The ex officio partial 
lawyers fees for the defendants Udrea Elena Gabriela, Obreja Rudel, Breazu Liberiu Tudor, Lungu Stefan, 
Topoliceanu Ana Maria, Botoroaga Dragos Marius si Ariton Ion in the amount of 500 lei for each 
defendant are in state’ charge. The ex officio partial lawyer fee for the defendant Nastasia Gheorghe in 
the amount of  400 lei is in state’ charge. With appeal.Given in public meeting, today, 28 March 2017. 

Appeal 
Solution details: the minute of criminal decision no. 93: I. It rejects as groundless the request to re put 
on roll the appellant’ request the defendant Udrea Elena Gabriela. II. It admits the appeals of Public 
Ministry- Prosecutor’s office by the High court of Cassation and Justice – National Anticorruption 
Direction and by the defendant Obreja Rudel against the criminal sentence no. 181 of 28 March 2017 
given by  the High court of Cassation and Justice  - criminal section in file no. 1532/1/2015. 1.it partly 
abolishes the appealed decision, only for the defendant Obreja Rudel, as for the tax evasion facts on his 
charge and the omission of auxiliary punishment application and, re judging: 2. It separates the 
punishment of 5 years prison and 3 years rights prohibition provided by  art. 64 letter a IInd script, letter 
b and letter c Criminal code of 1969 in punishment as follows: - 4 years prison and 3 years rights 
prohibition provided by art. 64 letter a IInd script, letter b Criminal code of 1969 for complicity to bribery 
provided by art. 26 related to art. 254 paragraph 1 Criminal code of 1969 and art. 6 of Law no. 78/2000 
by applying art. 5 Criminal code; - 5 years prison and 3 years rights prohibition provided by art. 64 letter 
a teza IInd script, letter b and letter c Criminal code of 1969 for tax evasion provided by art. 9 paragraph 
1 letter c, paragraph 2 of Law no. 241/2005 by applying  art. 5 Criminal code; -3 years prison and 2 years 
rights prohibition provided by art. 64 letter a IInd script, letter b and lit.c Criminal code of 1969 for tax 
evasion provided by art. 9 paragraph 1 letter c of Law no.241/2005 by applying  art. 5 Criminal code and 
3 years prison, applied to the defendant Obreja Rudel by criminal decision no. 983 of  17 June 2015 of 
Bucharest Court of Justice, final by criminal decsion no.495 of 22 March 2016 of Bucharest Court of 
Appeal, Section I Criminal, punishments reput in their individuality; 3. According to art. 386 Criminal 
procedure code, it alters the tax evasion facts of the defendant Obreja Rudel, from criminal offences 
provided by art. 9 paragraph 1 letter c, paragraph 2 of Law no. 241/2005,by applying art. 5 Criminal 
code, by art. 9 paragraph 1 letter c of Law no. 241/2005, by applying art. 5 Criminal code and Criminal 
code provided by  art. 33 letter a Criminal code of 1969, in the criminal offence provided by  art. 9 
paragraph 1 letter c, paraghraph 2 of Law no. 241/2005, by applying  art. 41 paragraph 2 Criminal code 
of 1969 and art. 5 Criminal code, text  according to which it convicts the defendant Obreja Rudel to 5 
years prison and 3 years rights prohibition provided by art. 64 letter a  II nd script, letter b and  letter c 
Criminal code of 1969. 4. According to  art. 36 paragraph 1 together with art. 34 and  art. 35 Criminal 
code of 1969 it gathers: -it convicts  4 years prison and 3 years right prohibition provided by art. 64 
letter  IInd script, letter b Criminal code of 1969 for complicity for bribery provided by art. 26 related to 
art. 254 paragraph 1 Criminal code of 1969 and art.6 of Law no. 78/2000 by applying art. 5 Criminal code 
with – the punishment settled by the presenr decision, 5 years prison and 3 years rights prohibition 
provided by  art. 64 letter a  II-nd script, letter b and letter c Criminal code of 1969 for the criminal 
offence provided by art. 9 letter 1 letter c, paragraph 2 of Law no. 241/2005, by applying art. 41 
paragraph 2 Criminal code of 1969 and  art. 5 Criminal code by the punishment - 3 years prison, applied 
to the defendant Obreja Rudel by criminal decision no. 983 of 17 June 2015 of Bucharest Court of 
Justice, final by criminal  decision no.495 of 22 March 2016 of Bucharest Court of Appeal, Section I 
Criminal and it orders the defendant to execute the longest punishment of 5 years prison and 3 years 
rights prohibition provided by art. 64 letter a  IInd script , letter. B and letter c Criminal code of 1969. 5. 
Accordimg to  art. 71 Criminal code of 1969 it forbids the defendant as auxiliary punishment, the rights 
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exercisisng provided by art. 64 letter a IInd script, letter b and letter c Criminal code of 1969. 6. It 
maintains the other disposals of the appealed decision. III. It rejects as groundless the appeals submitted 
by the defendants Udrea Elena Gabriela, Breazu Liberiu Tudor, Lungu Stefan, Nastasia Gheorghe and 
Botoroaga Dragos Marius, and civil parties SNTGN Transgaz SA, SN Nuclearelectrica SA, Societatea 
Nationala a Apelor Minerale SA, SNGN Romgaz SA si Speeh Hidroelectrica SA against the same decision. 
IV. It takes note of the appeal’ withdrawal of the defendant Munteanu (ex Topoliceanu) Ana Maria 
against the same decision. V. According to art. 275 paragraph 3 Criminal procedure code, judicial 
expenses for the appeal submitted by the Public Ministry –  Prosecutor’s office by the High court of 
Cassation and Justice – National Anticorruption Direction and by the defendant Obreja Rudel are in 
state’ charge. According to art. 275 paragraph 2 and 4 Crimonal procedure code, it obliges the 
defendants and the civil appellant parties to pay the judiciary expenses to state as follows: the 
defendant Udrea Elena Gabriela to pay the amount of 1000 de lei, the defendant Breazu Liberiu Tudor 
to pay the amount of 700  lei, the defendants Lungu Stefan, Nastasia Gheorghe si Botoroaga Dragos 
Marius and the civil appellant parties SNTGN Transgaz SA, SN Nuclearelectrica SA, Societatea Nationala a 
Apelor Minerale SA, SNGN Romgaz SA si Speeh Hidroelectrica SA to pay the amount of 600 lei each of 
them, and the defendant Munteanu (ex Topoliceanu) Ana Mariato pay the amount of 200  lei. According 
to art. 275 paragraph 6 Criminal procedure code, fees due to ex officio lawyers for the defendants Udrea 
Elena Gabriela, Obreja Rudel, Breazu Liberiu Tudor, Lungu Stefan, Nastasia Gheorghe, Munteanu (ex 
Topoliceanu) Ana Maria, Botoroaga Dragos Marius, and for the defendant appellant Ariton Ion,until the 
appointed lawyers presentation, in the amount of 130 lei each of them, are in the Ministry of Justice’ 
charge..Final. Given in public meeting, today, 5 June 2018. 
 

28.  24489/212/2012 
 
24489/212/2012* 

 
 
24489/212/2012** 

Defendants : Poenaru si altii 
Civil party : Oil Terminal S.A., Conpet 
S.A., OMV Petrom 

Constanta Court of 
Justice 

 Constanta Court 
 Constanta Court of 

Justice 
Constanta Court of 

Appeal 

Criminal Criminal file having as object the association for offence, from Constanta Court – oil products stealing. 
 Oil Terminal is a civil party. 
Appeal 
Term : 13.09.2018 

 

29. 4 4010/87/2015 Creditor : Oil Terminal S.A. 
Debtor : Interagro S.R.L. 
 

 Teleorman Court of 
Justice 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bucharest Court of 
Appeal 

Insolvency 
 

Request for enrollment at credential table with the amount of 1,569,983.79 lei 
Solution on short: It admits the abstentation and replacement of judicial adminstrator, submitted by ZRP 
Insolvency SPRL. It orders the replacement of interim judicial administrator represented by the judicial 
administrators consortium made of CITR Filiala Bucuresti SPRL and ZRP Insolvency SPRL by  interim judicial 
administrator CITR Filiala Bucuresti SPRL. It rejects as groundless the exception of conjunction request 
inadmissibility by the creditor Lawyer office Ciobanu Crina Ionela. It rejects as groundless the exception of 
conjunction request lateness submitted by creditor SC AUTOCORA SRL. It admits the conjunction request. 
It orders  the submission of file no. 4010/87/2015 and of the associated files regarding the debtor SC 
INTERAGRO SRL  to Bucharest Court of Justice, section VII –Civil,  the first instance for the solving up of file 
no. 36095/3/2015 regarding the debtor SC INTERAGRO SA. Executive. With appeal  in 7 days since 
communication by issuing in the Bulletin of Procedures in Insolvency. The request will be submitted to 
Teleorman Court of Justice. Given in public meeting, today, 16.06.2016. 
 Document: Decision no. 317/16.06.2016. 
Appeal 
Solution on short: It rejects the appeals submitted by the appellants SC AUTOCORA SRL and SC 
INTERAGRO SRL, as groundless. Final. Given in public meeting.. 
Document: Decision no. 1617/ 13.10.2016. 
Solution on short: It admits the abstentation statement submitted by Mrs. judge Iulia Prelipcean and it 
notices its incompatibility to solve the appeal submitted by the General Direction of Large Tax Payers . It 
rejects Mr. Judge Aurica Avram’ challenge request as being with no object. Without appeal. Given in 
public meeting,today, 01.02.2017. 
Document: Decision – abstentation  01.02.2017. 
Solution on short: It rejects the appeal as groundless. Final. Given in public meeting,  
Document: Decision no.  204/ 02.02.2017. 
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30.  36095/3/2015 
 
 
 

Creditor : Oil Terminal S.A. 
Debtor : Interagro S.A. 
 

Bucharest Court of 
Appeal 

Insolvency 
 

Request of enrollment at credential table with the amount of 6,735.69 lei 
Solution on short: To go on the procedure, the litigations solving up in the Preliminary Table, the Final 
Table issuing. 
Document: Decision of the meeting on   08.05.2017. 
Solution on short: It rejects the request submitted by creditor Piraeus Bank Romania SA  to abolish 
immediately the guarantees suspension and reevaluation as groundless. With appeal in 7 days since the 
decision communication in the Bulletin of insolvency procedures, to be submitted to Bucharest Court of 
Justice Civil VII section. Given in public meeting, today, 23.10.2017. 
 Document: interim decision no. 5928/23.10.2017. 
Solution on short: To go on the procedure, the assets evaluation being in the debtor’ patrimony and the 
Final Table issuing. 
Document: Decision of the meeting on  19.02.2018. 
Term : 01.10.2018 

31.  31271/3/2015 Complainant : Oil Terminal S.A. 
Defendant  : MGI EKOPROD SRL 

Bucharest Court of 
Justice 

Intervention 
request 

 Intervention request in insolvency file by which we ask for the release of the field in a surface of  1,746 
sq.m. 
Solution on short: According to art. 145 paragraph 1 letter B of Law no. 85/2014 regarding the insolvency 
prevention and insolvency, it orders the insolvency by general procedures of insolvency prevention and 
insolvency of debtor SC MGI EKOPROD SRL. According to art. 145 paragraph 2 of Law no.85/2014 
regarding the insolvency prevention and insolvency, it abolishes the debtor’s right to manage and orders  
the debtor  dissolution. It orders the debtor’s assets sealing and submission of notifications to other 
counties courts in which debtor has assets in order to be sealed, in the judicial liquidator. It settles a term 
of maximum 5 days since the insolvency date in order the debtor delivers the assets to the liquidator, 
together with the list of acts and operations made, until the insolvency, and the list of names and 
addresses of creditors and all their receivables on the insolvency date, mentioning those arising after the 
procedure’ opening. It settles the following limit terms: a) limit term for the receivables admission 
recording request, mentioned in art. 146 paragraph 3 of law, in order to issue the additional table  – 
03.02.2017; b) term of  control the receivables mentioned in art. 146 paragraph 3 of law, issuing, display 
and communication of their additional table – 03.03.2017; c) term of litigations submission to court – 7 
days since issuing the additional table in BPI; d) term of the final table issuing – 31.03.2017. It appoints as 
interim judicial liquidator Mr. Cosma Laurentiu Ionut, to fulfill the responsibilities provided by art. 64 of 
law, with an interim fee of 1., 00 lei.It orders all banks where debtor has available in accounts not to 
dispose them without the judge or liquidator’ order, the liquidator having the obligation to notify the 
banks. According to art. 252 of Law no. 31/1990 regarding the commercial companies: it notifies the 
judicial liquidator to fulfill the formalities regarding the mentioning in the commerce registrar its 
permanent representatives. According to art. 147 paragraph 1 of Law no. 85/2014 it orders the judicial 
liquidator to submit a notification, according to terms of art. 99 paragraph 2 and 3 of law, regarding the 
debtor’ bankruptcy by general procedure, abolishing of this one administration and dissolution right to: all 
creditors mentioned in the list submitted by debtor/judicial liquidator, provided by art. 145 paragraph (2) 
letter e), whose receivables arose after the procedure’ opening; detor ; the registrar where the debtor is 
recorded, to make the mentioning. It settles term to go on the procedure on 17.03.2017. With appeal, in 
7 days since communication. The appeal will be submitted to Bucharest Court of Justice – Sction VII. Given 
in public meeting, today, 21.12.2016. 
 Document: Interim decision no.8001/  21.12.2016. 
Solution on short: to reevaluate the assets in the debtor’s patrimony and to go on the procedure. 
Document: Decision of meeting on  30.06.2017. 
Solution on short: to go on the procedure, to reevaluate the assets in the debtor company’ patrimony and 
to solve up the litigation being the object of file no.31271/3/2015/a5. 
Document: Decision of meeting on 03.11.2017. 
Solution on short: to go on the procedure and the debtor’s documents’ archiving. 
Document: decision of meeting on  08.06.2018. 
Term : 19.10.2018 
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32.  7601/212/2016 Complainant : Oil Terminal S.A. 
Defendant  : Roll Oil SRL 

Constanta Court Payment 
ordinance 

File of 
enforcement 

 Payment ordinance by which it asks for the payment of the amount 10,476. 73 lei representing 
oustanding invoices. 
Solution on short: It admits the request to issue the payment ordinance submitted by creditor Oil 
Terminal SA  in contradictory with  the debtor Roll Oil SRL. It obliges the crditor to pay in 10 days since the 
present decision’ communication, the following amounts: - 10,76.73 lei, representing c/value of invoices 
no. 39634/29.05.2015, no.40102/30.06.2015, no. 40527/31.07.2015 and no. 41354/07.10.2015, 
regarding interests and delay penalties; - 200 lei, as court expenses.Executive. With right for request for 
annulment for the debtor, in  10 days since communication. 
Document: Decision no. 8644/ 01.07.2016. 
File in enforcement in  BEJ  

33.  2184/118/2016 Complainant : Oil Terminal S.A. 
Defendant: Broadhurst Inv LTD 

Constanta Court of 
Justice 

The Obligation to 
do 

 

Action submitted on 31.03.2016 in contradictory with minor shareholder, by which it asks for: 
- Ceasing of minority abuse; 
- Payment of the amount 792,293 lei as material damages; 
- The amount of 100,000 lei  as moral damages. 

Term : 13.09.2018 

34.  3752/118/2016 
 
 
 

499/36/2017 

Complainant: Oil Terminal S.A. 
 Defendant : Curtea de Conturi a 
Romaniei 

 Constanta Court of 
Justice 

 
 

Constanta 
Court of Appeal 

 
 
 
 
 

Constanta 
Court of Appeal 

 

Act cancelation  
 

Litigation against the decision no. 35/19.05.2016 by which we ask for the control entity’ disposed 
measures cancelation. 
Solution on short: Decision. It rejects the main intervention request as inadmissible. With appeal in 5 
days since given for the present parties and since communication for the missing parties. Given in public 
meeting, today, 17.11.2016. Term on the file first instance 08.12.2016  
Document: Decision of meeting on 17.11.2016. 
Term : 08.12.2016- suspended until the judgement of the appeal submitted by Staar Rating SRL. 
Solution on short: It rejects the auxiliary intervention request as inadmissible. With appeal in 5 days 
since communication for SC Staar Rating SRL and since giving for the other parties. Given in public 
meeting, today, 15 06 2017. First instance term13.07.2017 
Document:Decision of meeting on  15.06.2017  
Civil decision no. 580/13.04.2018 – It rejects the action as groundless. With appeal in 15 days since 
communication. The appeal will be submitted in Constanta Court of Justice under the nullity sanction. 
Given today, 13 04 2018 by putting the solution on disposal throughthe court graft. 

35.  15372/212/2016 Complainant : Oil Terminal S.A. 
Defendant : Roll Oil SRL 

 Constanta Court Payment 
ordinance 

File of 
enforcement 

Payment ordinance by which we ask for the payment of debt of  17,242,.21 lei and court expenses            
( judicial stamp tax ). 
Solution on short: It admits the request regarding the issue of the apyment ordinance submitted by the 
creditor OIL TERMINAL S.A. in contradictory with debtor ROLL OIL S.R.L. It obliges the debtor to pay to 
creditor the amount of 17,242.21 lei  as main debt representing c/value of fiscal invoices issued in 
period 14.12.2015-10.03.2016. it orders the debtor to pay the debtor the amount mentioned in the 
previous in 30 days since its communication.  It admits the request and obliges the debtor to pay the 
creditor the amount of 200 lei as court expenses, judicial stamp tax. With request for annulment right to 
be submitted to Constanta Court, in 10 days since the present decision communication, for the debtor. 
Executive. Given in public meeting, today, 20.07.2016. 
 Document: Decision no. 9200/ 20.07.2016. 
File in enforcement 

36.  5281/118/2016 Complainant: Broadhurst LTD  
Defendant : Oil Terminal S.A. 

 Constanta Court of 
Justice   

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Action for 
annulment  

 AGEA decision no. 
27/ 13.10.2015 

Action for annulment against AGEA’ decision no. 27/ 13.10.2015 by which shareholders approved the 
social capital increase. 
Solution on short: It rejects as groundless the exception of object lack, submitted by the complainant. It 
settles term on 11.01.2018,  08.30 h., full court C 12, the parties are cited. With appeal together with 
the file first instance . Given in public meeting, today, 15.12.2017. 
 Document: Decision of meeting on   15.12.2017. 
Solution on short: It rejects the action as being  without object. It obliges the complainant to pay the 
amount of 16,286 lei  as court expenses.  
Document: Decision in the boardroom no.  107/08.02.2018. 
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37.  
 
 
 
 
 

18250/212/2016 Complainant : Staar Rating SRL  
Defendant  : Oil Terminal S.A. 

 Constanta Court 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Action in 
contractual 

responsibility 

Summons by which it asks for the payment of the foloowing amounts : 
- 16,411.20 lei  representing fixed indemnity,  
- 82,056 lei representing variable indemnity, 
- Penalty legal interest, 
- Court expenses. 

Solution on short: according to art. 413 paragraph (1)  item 1 C. it suspends the request trial, until the 
file final solving up, being the object of civil file no.3752/118/2016, pending on Constanta Constanta 
Court of Justice. With appeal during the whole suspension period. Given in public meeting, today, 
17.01.2017. 
 Document: Decision  - Suspension of 17.01.2017. 

38.  7264/118/2016 
 
 
 
 

7264/118/2016/a2 

Complainant: Fondul Proprietatea 
Defendant: Oil Terminal S.A.,  
  ONRC 

Constanta Court of 
Justice 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Constanta 
Court of Appeal 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

High Court of Cassation 
and Justice 

Requests 
according to 

EGO116/2009 
 AGEA Decision 
no. 6/10.10.2016 

Requests according to EGO 116/2009- against  AGEA decision no. 6/10.10.2016 of social capital increase. 
Solution on short: it takes note of giving up the intervention request submitted by the intervininent 
FONDUL PROPRIETATEA SA. It admits in principle the intervention request in own interest submitted by 
the intervenient BROADHURST INVESTMENTS LIMITED.  It admits the intervention request in own 
interest submitted by the intervenient BROADHURST INVESTMENTS LIMITED. It rejects, as groundless, 
the main request submitted by the defendant  OIL TERMINAL SA regarding some mentions in the 
commerce registrar, registered pending the Commerce Register Office by Constanta Court of Justice. 
 Document: Decision no.464/ 16.03.2017. 
Appeal. 
 Solution on short: Decision: it rejects the auxiliary intervention request as inadmissible. With appeal in 5 
days since communication for the missing parties and since giving for the present party. Given in public 
meeting, today, 04.10.2017.  
Document: Decision of  meeting on  04.10.2017. 
Appeal  
Solution on short: Civil decision no. /01.11.2017 It admits the appeal. It partly changes the appealed 
decision as follows: It rejects as groundless the intervention error in own interest submitted by the 
intervenient BROADHURST INVESTMENTS LIMITED. It admits the main request submitted ny the 
defendant OIL TERMINAL SA ordering: recording in in the Commerce Registrar of mentions regarding 
AGEA’ decision no.63/10.10.2016 according to request no. 76790/24.0.2016. It maintains the other 
decision’  disposals. It orders the present decision comunication to the Commerce Registrar Office by 
Constanta Court of Justice. For the mentions. Final.  
Document: Decision 676/01.11.2017. 
Appeal  
Term:18.04.2018- It communicates the report to trial parties and it puts in view for them to submit a 
written point of view on this, in 10 days since communication. 
Term : 07.11.2018 
 

39.  30061/212/2016 Complainant : Oil Terminal S.A. 
Defendant : Roll Oil SRL 

 Constanta Court Payment 
ordinance 

File in 
enforcement 

Payment ordinance submitted, by which it asks for the payment of the amount 1,222,.23 lei and court 
expenses. 
Solution on short: It admits the payment ordinance request submitted by creditor Societatea OIL 
TERMINAL SA in contradictory with debtor SC ROLL OIL SRL. It orders the debtor SC ROLL OIL SRL to pay 
the creditor the amount of 1,222.33 lei, representing c/value of fiscal invoice no. 43842/11.04.2016, 
fiscal invoice no. 44198/06.05.2016, fiscal invoice no. 44630/09.06.2016, in 30 days since the ordinance 
communication. It obliges to pay the creditor the amount of 200 lei, representing court expenses. 
Executive. With request for annulment in 10 days since communication, to be submitted to Constanta 
Court. Given in public meeting, today, 07.03.2017. 
 Document: Decision no. 2477/ 07.03.2017. 
 File in enforcement. 
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40.  43652/299/2016 
 
 
 
 

 
 

43652/299/2016* 

Complainant : AAAS 
Defendant : Janosi Carol 
Withheld third party : Oil Terminal 
S.A. 

Bucharest Court 1 
Section 

 
 
 
 

Bucharest Court of 
Justice 

Litigation for 
enforcement 

Litigation for enforcement Enforcement file no.  1622/2011 – ENFORCEMENT SUSPENSION 
Solution on short: according to art. 155/1 CPC, it suspends the trial. 
Document: decision  - Suspension of  27.01.2017. 
Solution on short: It admits the exception  of passive processual quality lack for OMV Petrom. It rejects 
the request as having been introduced by a person without passive processual quality. It admits the 
exception of  passive processual quality lack  for OIL TERMINAL S.A. It rejects the request as having been 
introduced by  person without passive processual quality. It rejects the litigation as being groundless. 
With appeal. 
Document: Decision no. 2397/ 31.03.2017. 
Appeal  
Solution on short: it rejects the appeal as groundless. Irrevocable. Given in public meeting, today, 
18.12.2017.  
Document: decision n 491/ 18.12.2017. 

41.  44056/299/2016 Complainant : AAAS 
Defendant : DANCSUJ CATALINA 
Withheld third party : Oil Terminal 
S.A. 

Bucharest Court 1 
Section 

 
 

 
Litigation for 
enforcement 

Litigation for enforcement Enforcement file no.  1621/2011 – ENFORCEMENT SUSPENSION. 
Solution on shortt: According to art. 155 ind. 1 paragraph 1 Civil procedure code, it suspends the trial 
until the complainan’ fulfillment of obligation settled by the decision of 13 December 2016, namely: 1) 
to submit, in authorized copy by the court graft with the mention – final and irrevocable, Civil decision 
no. 14623/27.09.2012 given by Bucharest Court – 3 Sector in file no. 21973/301/2012, and the decision 
given in the appeal submitted in file no. 21973/301/2012; 2)to mention distincly the cancelation reasons 
for each request object, namely for each enforcement act in litigation; 3) to mention in written form, the 
date the debtor of the execution file  no.1621/2011 took note of the enforcement start and of each 
enforcement act in litigation. With appeal during the whole suspension period. Given in public meeting, 
today,  17.01.2017. 
 Document: decision – Suspension of  17.01.2017. 
Solution on short: It admits the obsolescence exception. According to art. 248-art. 252 Civil procedure 
code of 1865, it notices the file object as being outdated. With appeal in 5 days since given. Given i 
public meeting, today, 27.03.2018.  
Document: Decision no. 1874/ 27.03.2018. 
 

42.  35420/212/2016 Complainant : Oil Terminal S.A. 
Defendant : Ministry of Waters and 
Forests – National Environment 
Safety-  General Police Department, 
Constanta County Police Service 

Constanta Court 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Constanta Court of 
Justice 

Litigation against 
report series AB, 

no. 
10184/06.12.2016 

Litigation against Report series AB, no. 10184/06.12.2016.  
Solution on short: It rejects as groundless the contraventional complaint submitted by the defendant OIL 
TERMINAL S.A. in contradictory with the defendant – National Environment Safety  - Constanta County 
Police Service against the report of contravention series AB nr.10184/06.12.2016 ascertainment and 
sanctioning. It rejects as groundless the defendant request to oblige the defendant to pay the court 
expenses. With appeal in 30 days since communication. The appealis submitted to Constanta Court. 
Given today, 07.04.2017, by   putting the solution on parties disposal through the court graft. 
 Document: decision no.4111/07.04.2017. 
Appeal 
Solution on short: DEC: It rejects the appeal as groundless. Final. Given on 07.03.2018,  by putting the 
solution on parties disposal through the court graft. 
Document: decion no. 608/ 07.03.2018. 
 

43.  44027/299/2016 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Complainant : AAAS 
Defendant: POPA ADRIAN 
With held third party : Oil Terminal 
S.A. 

 
Bucharest Court 1 

Section 
 
 

Bucharest Court 4 
Section 

 
 
 
 
 

Litigation for 
enforcement 

Litigation for enforcement file no. 53/2013 - ENFORCEMENT SUSPENSION. 
Solution on short: it admits the exception of territorial incompetence, invoked by the defendant through 
contestation. It declines the request solving up to   Bucharest Court 4 Section. Without appeal. Given in 

public meeting, today,18.01.2017.  
Document: decision no. 572/  18.01.2017. 
Solution on short: it admits the exception of  Bucharest Court 4 Section invoked ex officio in court. It 
declines  the file competent solving up to Oradea Court. It submits immediately the file for competent 
solving up to Oradea Court. Without appeal. Given in public meeting, today, 09.05.2017.  
Document: decision no. 5933/  09.05.2017. 

Solution on short: it admits the exception of Oradea court’ exception of territorial incompetence, 
invoked ex officio by court. It declines the file solving up competence having as object litigation for the 
enforcement submitted by AUTORITATEA PENTRU ADMINISTRAREA ACTIVELOR STATULUI – AAAS, the 
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3459/4/2017 

 Oradea Court 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ICCJ  
Bucharest Court 4 

Section 
 
 

defendant POPA ADRIAN, and withheld third parties COMPANIA NATIONALA DE TRANSPORT AL 
ENERGIEI ELECTRICE ,, TRANSELECTRICA '' SA, OIL TERMINAL SA, OMV PETROM SA, SOCIETATEA 

NATIONALA DE TRANSPORT GAZE NATURALE TRANSGAZ SA, to  Bucharest Court 4 Section. It ascertains 
the arisen competence negative conflict, it suspends the present  file and submits the file to the High 

Court of Cassation and Justice, to solve up the negative competence conflict. Without appeal. Put on the 
parties disposal through the court graft, today, 22.03.2018.  

Document: Decision no. 1802/ 22.03.2018. 
Term : 17.05.2018 – it settles the competence to Bucharest Court 4 Section 

No term has been settled yet. 

44.  5688/212/2017 Complainant : Oil Terminal S.A. 
Defendant: Ciocirlan Gabriel 
Laurentiu 

 Constanta COURT 
Buftea Court 

Action in claims 
 

Action in claims by which it asks for the payment of the amount 4,712 lei according report of Auditors 
Court no.  1450/10.02.2016 and of Decision no. 7/09.03.2016. 
Solution type: It declines the file’ solving up. 
Solution on short: It admits the exception of territorial incompetence of Constanta Court. It orders to 
submit immediately the file to competent court, namely, Buftea Court Ilfov county. Without appeal. 
Given in public meeting , today, 21.07.2017. 
 Document: decision no. 8647/21.07.2017. 
Solution on short: According to orders of art. 413 paragraph 1 item 1 C.p.c.,it suspends the file 
judgement until the file no. 3752/118/2016’ final solving up, pending on Constanta Court of Justice. 
With appeal during the whole suspension period. Given in public meeting, today, 25.10.2017. 
 Document: decision – Suspension of  25.10.2017. 
  

45.  5690/212/2017 Complainant : Oil Terminal S.A. 
Defendant : Florea Cristian 

Constanta Court Action in claims 
 

Action in claims by which it asks for the payment of the amount 4,358 lei according report of Auditors 
Court no.  1450/10.02.2016 and of Decision no. 7/09.03.2016. 
Solution on short: it rejects as groundless the exception of territorial incompetence of Constanta Court, 
invoked by the defendant Florea Cristian by contestation. It suspends the file regarding the complainant 
OIL TERMINAL SA and the defendant FLOREA CRISTIAN according to art. 413 paragraph (1) item 1 
C.pr.civ. until the final removal of decision given in file no.3752/118/2016 pending on Constanta Court of 
Justice. With appeal during the whole suspension period. Given by putting the solution on parties’ 
disposal through court graft., today, 24.08.2017.  
Document: decision – Suspension of  24.08.2017. 

46.  5669/212/2017 Complainant : Oil Terminal S.A. 
Defendant  : Chebac Mihai Cristian 

Constanta Court Action in claims 
 

Action in claims by which it asks for the payment of the amount 4,240 lei according report of Auditors 
Court no.  1450/10.02.2016 and of Decision no. 7/09.03.2016. 
According to art. 413 item 1 Civil procedure code it suspends the file until final solving up of file’ object 
no. 3752/118/2016 pending on Constanta Court of justice. With appeal during the whole suspension 
period. 
Given in public meeting, today 06.02.2018. 

47.  5670/212/2017 Complainant : Oil Terminal S.A. 
Defendant  : Comsulea Corin 

Constanta Court Action in claims 
 

Action in claims by which it asks for the payment of the amount 16,308 lei according report of Auditors 
Court no.  1450/10.02.2016 and of Decision no. 7/09.03.2016. 
Solution on short : it suspends the file judgement until the final solving up of file no.3752/118/2016 of 
Constanta Court of Justice.  With appeal during the whole suspension period. The appeal request is 
submitted to Constanta Court. Given today 14.11.2017, by putting the solution on parties’ disposal 
through court graft., today, 24.08.2017 . 
Document: Decision – Suspension of  14.11.2017. 

48.  5671/212/2017 Complainant  : Oil Terminal S.A. 
Defendant  : Codescu Dan 

 Constanta Court Action in claims 
 

Action in claims by which it asks for the payment of the amount 7,068 lei according report of Auditors 
Court no.  1450/10.02.2016 and of Decision no. 7/09.03.2016. 
Term : 26.06.2017- suspended until the judgement of file no. 3752/118/2016 against the High Court of 
Cassation and Justice.  
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49.  5666/212/2017 Complainant : Oil Terminal S.A. 
Defendant : Gheorghe Ionescu 

 Constanta Court Action in claims 
 

Action in claims by which it asks for the payment of the amount 6,714 lei according report of Auditors 
Court no.  1450/10.02.2016 and of Decision no. 7/09.03.2016. 
Solution on short:  According to art. 413 item 1 Civil procedure code it suspends the file until final 
solving up of file’ object no. 3752/118/2016 pending on Constanta Court of Justice. Action in claims by 
which it asks for the payment of the amount 66,422 lei according report of Auditors Court no. 
1450/10.02.2016 and of Decision no. 7/09.03.2016. 
Given in public meeting, today 19.09.2017. 
Document: Decision – Suspension of  19.09.2017. 
Decision communicated on 12.10.2017. 

50.  5667/212/2017 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

20806/4/2017 

Complainant : Oil Terminal S.A. 
Defendant : Gherman Anca Maria 

 Constanta Court 
 
 
 
 
 

Bucharest Court 4 
Section 

 
 
 
 

Bucharest Court of 
Justice 

Action in claims 
 

Action in claims by which it asks for the payment of the amount 4,240 lei according report of Auditors 
Court no.  1450/10.02.2016 and of Decision no. 7/09.03.2016. 
Solution on short: It admits admits the exception of territorial incompetence invoked by the defendant. 
It declines the competence to solve up the summons submitted by the complainant Oil Terminal S.A. in 
contradictory with the defendant Paraschiv (ex Gherman) Anca Maria in favor of Bucharest Court 4 
Section. Without appeal. Given by putting the solution on parties’ disposal through court graft., today, 
28.06.2017 . 
 Document: decision no. 7737/ 28.06.2017. 
Solution on short:  It rejects the request as groundless. It takes note of the statement of the defendant 
representative regarding the intention to ask for court expenses separately. The present decision can be 
aapealed in Bucharest Court of Justice, in 30 days since communication. The appeal is submitted to  
Bucharest Court 4 Section. Given in public meeting, today, 26.09.2017. 
 Document: decision no. 11617/26.09.2017. 
Appeal 
Solution on short: it rejects the appeal as groundless. It obliges the appellant to pay the defendant the 
amount of 1,190 lei as court expenses – lawyer fee. With appeal in 30 days since communication. The 
decision is given by  putting the solution on parties’ disposal through court graft., today, 11.05.2018.  
Document: decision no. 1920/11.05.2018. 

51.  5665/212/2017 Complainant : Oil Terminal S.A. 
Defendant: Staar Rating SRL 

 Constanta Court Action in claims 
 

Action in claims by which it asks for the payment of the amount 66,422 lei according report of Auditors 
Court no.  1450/10.02.2016 and of Decision no. 7/09.03.2016. 
Solution on short: it suspends the file, according to provisions of art. 413, paragraph 1 item 1 cod 
proc.civ. until final solving up of file’ object no. 3752/118/2016 pending on Constanta Court of Justice. 
With appeal during the whole suspension period. The appeal will be submitted to Constanta Court  
under the cancelation sanction. 
Given in public meeting, today 04.07.2017. 
Document: Decision – Suspension of  04.07.2017. 

52.  5770/212/2017 Complainant : Oil Terminal S.A. 
Defendant  : Crisan Daniel Marius 

 Constanta Court Action claims Action in claims by which it asks for the payment of the amount 2,412 lei according report of Auditors 
Court no.  1450/10.02.2016 and of Decision no. 7/09.03.2016. 
Solution on short: It suspends the file regarding the complainant  OIL TERMINAL SA, and the defendant  
CRISAN DANIEL MARIUS, according to art. 413 paragraph.(1) item 1 Civil procedure code until  the final 
decision given in file no.3752/118/2016 pending on Constanta Court of Justice. With appeal during the 
whole suspension period. 
 Given in public meeting, today, 10.08.2017.  
Document: decision – Suspension of 10.08.2017. 

53.  13803/299/2017 
 
 
 

Complainant : AAAS 
Withheld third party : Oil Terminal 
S.A. 

 
Bucharest Court 1 

Section 
 
 
 
 

Litigation for 
enforcement 

Litigation for enforcement file no. 3908/2014 - ENFORCEMENT SUSPENSION. 
Solution on short: it admits the exception of the litigation latenesss for the enforcement against the 
enforcement decision, against the decision regarding the enforcement expenses, as late. It partly admits 
the litigation for enforcement. It cancels the withhold issue addresses issued on 04.04.2017 in 
enforcement file no. 3908/2014 of B.E.J.A. Dorina Gont, Lucian Gont si Marian Panait regarding the 
withheld third parties Avioane Craiova S.A., Biofarm S.A., Distrigaz Sud S.A., Electrica S.A., IOR S.A., 
Ministerul Economiei, Oil Terminal S.A., Petrom S.A. si Romaero S.A. It rejects the enforcement 
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Bucharest Court 

suspension request, as without object. It rejects the enforcement return request, as groundless. It 
rejects the defendant request regarding the complainant obligation to pay the court expenses, as 
groundless. It obliges to pay to B.E.J.A. Dorina Gont, Lucian Gont and Marian Gont the amount of 564.06 
lei, representing court expenses for the enforcement file copy. With appeal in 10 days since 
communication, the appeal being submitted to Bucharest Court 1 Section 
  Given in public meeting, today, 16.08.2017.  
Document: decision 6320/ 16.08.2017. 
Appeal 
Solution on short: It rejects the main appeal and the incidental appeal, as groundless.Final. Given in 
public meeting, today, 21.06.2018. 
Document: decision no. 2497/21.06.2018. 

54.  17187/212/2017 
 
 
 
 
 
 

690/3/2018 

Complainant : Oil Terminal S.A. 
Defendant : ANRSPS 

Constanta  Court 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bucharest Court of 
Justice 

 
 

Action in claims 
4,811.89 lei 

Action in claims by which it asks for the payment of the amount 4,811.89 lei representing debt. 
Solution on short: it admits the exception of material incompetence. It orders to decline the summons’ 
solving up submitted by the complainant S.C OIL TERMINAL S.A in contradictory with the defendant 
ADMINISTRATIA NATIONALA A REZERVELOR DE STAT SI PROBLEME SPECIALE - UNITATEA TERITORIALA 
515 BUCURESTI in favor of Bucharest Court of Justice. Without appeal.  Given in public meeting, today, 
11.12.2017.  
Document: decision no. 13740/ 11.12.2017. 
Solution on short: it rejects the action submitted by the complainant Oil Terminal SA in contradictory 
with Administratia Nationala a Rezervelor de Stat ti Probleme Speciale – Unitatea Teritoriala 515 
Bucuresti, as groundless. With appeal in 30 days since communication. The appeal will be submitted to 
Bucharest Court of Justice  Bucharest Court VI Civil Section. 
Given in public meeting, today, 27.03.2018. 
Document: decision no. 909/27.03.2018. 
 

55.  19202/212/2017 Complainant: Oil Terminal S.A. 
Defendant : ANAF- DGAMC 

 Constanta Court 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Constanta Court of 
Appeal 

Litigation against 
Report no. 

0256743/26.06.20
17  

Litigation against report no. 0256743/26.06.2017 by which the company was fined with the amount of 
25,000 lei for not having submitted the criminal file of manager  Staar Rating SRL. 
Solution on short: It partly admits the contraventional complaint submitted by the defendant Oil 
Terminal S.A, in contradictory with the defendant Galati Public Finances Direction – Galati Customs 
regional Direction – Survey and ControL Dept. It orders ro replace the contraventional fine in the 
amount of 25,000 lei, applied to the defendant by the report series  ANV no. 0256743/26.06.2017, by 
warning. 
With appeal in 30 days since communication. The appeal is submitted to Constanta Court. Given by 
putting  the solution on parties’ disposal through court graft, today, 15.11.2017 . 
Document: decision no. 12858/ 15.11.2017. 
Appeal 
No term settled yet. 

56.  12875/212/2017 Complainant  :  APOSTU 
GHEORGHITA 
Defendant : Oil Terminal S.A. 

 Constanta Court The obligation to 
do 

The summons by which the complainant asks for the undertaking of 179,200 kg oil products being in 
1,120 drums according to Report of Custody no. 04.06.2010, concluded on 04.06.2010. 
 Solution on short: in order to solve up the complaint submitted by the complainant APOSTU 
GHEORGHITA, submitted to be solved up to General Prosecutor of P.C.A.C by decision no. 
1901/26.10.2016 given by Constanta Court, Criminal Section in file no. 22201/212/2017. 
Document: decision of meeting on  15.11.2017. 
Solution on short: It rejects as groundless the exception of the defendant’ passive processural quality 
lack, invoked by this. It rejects as groundless, the summons submitted by the complainant APOSTU 
GHEORGHITA , in contradictory with the defendant  OIL TERMINAL S.A. with appeal to be submitted to 
Constanta Court in 30 days since the present decision communication. 
Given by putting the solution on parties’ disposal through court graft., today, 22.06.2018.  .  
Document: decision no.7061/ 22.06.2018. 

57.  4811/118/2017 
 
 
 

Complainant  : DUMITRESCU 
SEBASTIAN VALENTIN 
 
Defendant  : Oil Terminal S.A. 

 Constanta Court of 
Justice 

 
 

Action for 
annulment art. 12 
paragraph 6  OTC  
constitutive act 

The summons submitted by minor shareholder Dumitrescu Sebastian Valentin by which he asks for : 
- Ascertainment of partial absolute nullity of art. 12 paragraph 6 of the Constitutive Act of Oil 

Terminal S.A. 
- Ascertainment of full absolute nullity of AGEA decision of 10.10.2016 regarding Oil Terminal 
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4811/118/2017*  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Constanta Court of 
Appeal 

and  AGEA 
decision no. 

27/10.10.2016 

S.A.’ social capital increase 
Solution on  short: It admits the exception of Constanta Court of Justice I Civil Section’ functional 
incompetence. It declines the file to be solve up by  Constanta Court of Justice II Civil Section. Given in 
public meeting, today, 12.10.2017. 
 Document: decision no. 2135/  12.10.2017. 
Decision communicated on 23.10.2017. 
No term settled. 
Term : 09.11.2017- in order to take note of the written notes.  
 Term : 14.12.2017- in pronouncement 
Postpones the decision on 28.12.2017. 
Solution on short : 
-It rejects the action submitted by the complainant Dumitrescu Sebastian Valentin in contradictory with 
the defendant OIL TERMINAL S.A., as groundless. 
- It rejects the inadmissibility exception of the request part having as object the ascertainment of the full 
absolute nullity of Oil Terminal SA’ AGEA decision of 10.10.2016, as groundless. It qualifies as being first 
defense the work power exception invoked by the defendant OIL TERMINAL SA  by contestation. 
Document : Civil decision  no. 2151 /28.12.2017. 
Appeal 
Solution on short: It rejects the appeal as groundless. Final. Given in public meeting, today, 27 June 
2018. 
Document: decision 353/27.06.2018. 

58.  20998/212/2017 Complainant : Oil Terminal S.A. 
Defendant : Staar Rating SRL 

 Constanta Court Action in claims 
 

The summons by which we ask for the payment of the amount 12,500 lei representing the fine paid by 
Oil Terminal S.A. to ANAF for  Staar Rating SRL’ criminal file lack. 
Solutionon short: it suspends the present file until the final solving up of file no. 19202/212/2017. with 
appeal to be submitted to Constanta Court, on the whole suspension period. Given in public meeting, 
today, 06.12.2017. 
Document: decision – Suspension of  06.12.2017. 

59.  5119/118/2017 Complainant  : Oil Terminal S.A. 
Defendant : DGRFP- ANAF-ANV 

 
Constanta Court of 

Justice 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Constanta Court of 
Appeal  

Action in claims 
 

The summons by which it asks for the payment of the amount 241,661.53 lei representing court 
expenses in file no. 25976/212/2011: 

- 233,981,,53 lei lawyer fee, 

- 7,680 de lei  expert fee. 
Solution on short: it rejects the exception of material right prescription as groundless. It partly admits 
the summons submitted by Oil Terminal SA Constanta. It obliges the defendants to pay the total amount 
of 130,328.5 lei as court expenses in civil file no.5119/118/2017. with appeal in  30 days since 
communication. Given in public meeting, today, 29.11.2017. 
Document: decision 2592/ 29.11.2017. 
Civil sentence communicated on 21.03.2018. 
Appeal 
Term: 10.09.2018. 

60.  21265/212/2017 Complainant : Oil Terminal S.A. 
Defendant : MFP-  General direction 
of   Economic-Financial Inspection 

 Constanta Court Action in claims 
 

The summons by which it asks for the payment of the amount 130,831.30 lei representing court 
expenses in file no. 5826/2/2012. 
Solution on short: It rejects the action in claims – court expenses, separately, submitted by the 
complainant OIL TERMINAL S.A. in contradictory with the defendant MINISTERUL FINANTELOR PUBLICE-
DIRECTIA GENERALA DE INSPECTIE ECONOMICO-FINANCIARA, as groundless. With appeal in 30 days 
since communication. Given  by putting the solution on parties’ disposal through court graft., today, 27 
February 2018. 
Document: decision no. 2123/ 27.02.2018. 

61.  28863/299/2017 Complainant  : Oil Terminal S.A. 
Defendant: Fondul Proprietatea 

Bucharest Court 1 
Section 

 
 

Actio in claims 
 

The summons by which it asks for the payment of the amount 56,272 lei representing court expenses 
for files having had as object litigations against AGEA  decisions of Oil Terminal S.A’ social capital 
increase. 
Solution on short: it rejects the exception of prematurity as groundless. It admits the action. With appeal 
in 30 days since communication. 
Document: decision no.  542/ 01.02.2018. 
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62.  22201/212/2017 Complainant :Apostu Gheorghita 
Defendant  :Oil Terminal S.A. 
 

Constanta Court Complaint against 
the solution of 

prosecution has 
not been started 

Complaint in solution of prosecution has not been started (art.340 NCPP) Ordinance 69/II/2/2017 
/20.07.2017. 
 Solution on short: File no. 22201/212/2017 DECISION 26.10.2017 According to art. 341 paragraph 1, 
IInd script Civil procedure code, it orders the removal of the file from the court pending and the 
submission of the complaint submitted by the defendant APOSTU GHEORGHITA against the ordinance 
no. 69/II/2/2017 of 19.07.2017 of the deputy prim-prosecutor of Procutor’s office by Constanta Court of 
Justice, for competente solving up. According to art. 275 paragraph 3 Criminal procedure code., state 
court expenses remain in its charge. Final. Given in the council hall, today, 26.10.2017. Preliminary 
chamber judge. 
 Document: Final decision (desinvestment)  1901/2017  26.10.2017. 

63.  29453/212/2017 Complainant : Prosecutor’ office by 
Constanta Court 
Defendant : Ion Mihai 
Injured party: Oil Terminal S.A. 

 Constanta Court Confimation of 
criminal survey 

give up 

Confimation of criminal survey give up 
Solution on short: file no. 29453/212/2017 Inch. 12.12.2017 According to art. 318, paragraph 15 Civil 
procedure code. It admits the confimation of criminal survey give up submitted by the prosecutor’s 
office by Constanta Court. It ascertains the legality and firmness of ordinance no. 791/P/2015 of 
16.10.2017, by which it ordered the prosecution give up under the stealing attempt provided by art. 32 
related to  art. 228, paragraph 1 Criminal code. According to art.275 paragraph.(3)/Criminal procedure 
code the judicial expenses remain in the state’ charge. Final. Given in the boardroom, today, 
12.12.2017.  
Document: final decision (desinvestment)  2123/ 12.12.2017. 

64.  8223/2/2017 Complainant : Master Chem Oil 
DMCC 
Defendant : Ministry of Public 
Finances 
ANAF 
Customs Regional Direction 
Galati Public Finances Regional 
Direction 
Galati Customs Regional Direction 
Constanta Border Customs Office 
Oil Terminal SA 

Bucharest Court of 
Appeal 

 
 

 Constanta Court of 
Justice 

Administrative 
measures 
execution 

suspension 

Request of administrative measure execution suspension for the complainant’ product and of execution 
of measure ordered by custody report no. 17907/25.10.2017 issued by Border Customs Office. 
Solution on short: it declines the competence of solving up this file in favor of Constanta Court of Justice, 
administrative and fiscal litigation dept. Without appeal. Given in public meeting, today, 23 January 
2018. 
Document: decision no.184/ 23.01.2018. 
Solution on short: INCH: it rejects the exception of material incompetence of Constanta Court of Justice, 
as groundless. It settles term to go on the file on 30.04.2018,  8.30 h, CA9, with all parties citation. With 
appeal together with the file’ first object. Given in public meeting, today, 02.04.2018. 
 Document: Decision of meeting on  02.04.2018. 
Term : 06.08.2018 

65.  613/36/2017 Complainant : Dumitrescu Andrei 
Sebastian 
Defendant  : Oil Terminal S.A., 
Fondul Proprietatea S.A., Boadhurst 
Inv LTD, ONRC Constanta 

Constanta Court of 
Appeal 

Litigation for 
annulment of Civil 

sentence no. 
676/01.11.2017 

Litigation for annulment of Civil sentence no. 676/01.11.2017 given by  Constanta court of Appeal in file 
no. 7264/118/2016. 
Solution on short: It suspends the litigation for annulment until the solving up of appeal submitted by 
the complainant Dumitrescu Andrei Sebastian against the meeting decision given on 04.10.2017 in file 
no.7264/118/2016 of Constanta Court of Appeal, recorded on the High Court of Cassation and Justice 
under number 7264/118/2016/a2. With appeal during the whole suspension period. Given  by putting 
the solution on parties’ disposal through court graft, today, 15.01.2018.  .  
Document: decision – Suspension of  15.01.2018. 

66.  7883/118/2017 Complainant : Dumitrescu Andrei 
Sebastian 
Defendant  : Oil Terminal S.A. 

 Constanta Court of 
Justice  

Action for 
annulment of  

AGEA decision  no. 
6/10.10.2016 

Request for annulment of AGEA decision no. 6/10.10.2016 for social capital increase – according to 
privatization law. 
Solution on short: File no. 7883/118/2017 Inch. 05.04.2018. it rejects as without object the conjunction 
exception. It rejects as groundless the inadmissibility exception, the active processual quality lack, 
interest lack exception. It It settles term on 19.04.2018,  11.00 h., for the parties to be cited with 
mention to answer the exception of action right prescription. With appeal together with the first 
instance. 
Given in public meeting, today, 05.04.2018.  
Document: decision of meeting on 05.04.2018. 
Decision of 02.05.2018 According to art. 400 C.proc.civ., it reputs on roll the file. It settles term on 
08.05.2018,  08.30 h., for the parties citation, with mention for the debates to be retaken on the action 
for annulment lateness exception, namely prescription or decline.  With appeal together with the first 
instance. Given in public meeting, today,02.05.2018. 
Solution on short: 7883/118/2017  Decision 22.05.2018 It admits the exception of  the complainant’ 
decline from his processual right to appeal  A.G.E.A.’ decision of  10.10.2016 - Oil Terminal S.A. It rejects 
as late submitted the summons promoted by the complainant Dumitrescu Sebastian Valentin, in 
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contradictory with the defendant Oil Terminal S.A., having as object the ascertainment of absolute 
nullity of A.G.E.A. decision of 10.10.2016 - Oil Terminal S.A. With appeal to Constanta Court of Appeal, in 
15 days since communication. The appeal will be submitted to Constanta Court of Justice – Civil II 
Section. Given in public meeting, today, 22.05.2018.  
Document: decision boardroom  no.406/   22.05.2018. 

67.  7884/118/2017 Complainan: Dumitrescu Andrei 
Sebastian 
Defendant  : Oil Terminal S.A. 

 Constanta Court of 
Justice  

Action for 
annulment of 

 AGEA decision no. 
6/10.10.2016 

Request for annulment of AGEA decision no. 6/10.10.2016 of social capital increase – fields evaluation 
litigation 
Solution on short: it admits the exception of full court illegal componence regarding the conjunction 
exception solving up. It submits the trial, for the conjunction exception solving up to full court C13, as 
being the previously appointed full court.  
Document: decision of meeting on  28.03.2018. 
It rejects the invoking lateness exceotion of processual right exercise lateness exception to appeal AGEA 
decision of 10.10.2016,invoked by the complainant as groundless. It admits the processual right exercise 
lateness exception to appeal AGEA decision of 10.10.2016 - OIL TERMINAL SA,invoked by the defendant. 
It declares the complainant Dumitrescu Sebastian Valentin from AGEA  decision of 10.10.2016 - OIL 
TERMINAL SA. With appeal in  30 days since communication.  
Given in public meeting, today, 25.04.2018. 

68.  7882/118/2017 Complainant: Dumitrescu Andrei 
Sebastian 
Defendant  : Oil Terminal S.A. 

 Constanta Court of 
Justice  

 
 

Constanta 
Court of Appeal 

Action for 
annulment of 

AGEA decision no. 
6/10.10.2016 

The request for annulment of  AGEA decision no. 6/10.10.2016 for social capital increase – fields 
evaluation litigation. 
Solution on short: It rejects as groundless the inadmissibility exception, the active processual quality lack 
and the interest lack. It admits the action right prescription. It rejects the action as outdated. 
Document: decision no.  556/ 28.03.2018. 
Appeal  
Term : 01.10.2018 

69.  166/118/2018 Complainant: Oil Terminal S.A. 
Defendant : ANAF 

Constanta Court of 
Justice 

 
 
 
 
 

Constanta Court of 
Appeal 

Request of 
suspension for 

Decision no. 
2/21.12.2017 

Request of suspension for decision no. 2/21.12.2017 issued by ANAF. 
Solution short: it admits the request. It orders the suspension of Decision no. 2/21.12.2017 issued by the 
National Agency of Fiscal Administration – Galati Regional General Direction of Finances – Commission 
for authorization of excisable products operators, until the first instance decision given. With appeal in 5 
days since communication in Constanta Court of Justice. Given today, 15.03.2018, by putting the 
solution on parties’ disposal through court graft..  
Document: decision no.419/ 15.03.2018. 
Appeal 
Solution on short: It rejects the appeal as groundless. Final. Given in public meeting, today 20 June 2018. 
Document: decision no. 854/20.06.2018. 

70.  2401/212/2018 Complainant  : Apostu Gheorghita 
Defendant : Oil Terminal S.A., Eco 
Combustibil SRL, Ostalep Ruslan, 
Atanasov Liliana 

Constanta Court Complaint against 
the non 

prosecution 
decision 

Complaint against the non prosecution decision (art. 340 NCPP)- Ordonanta nr. 167/II/2017. 
Solution on short: CONSTANTA COURT File no. 2401/212/2018 DECISION according to art. 341 
paragraqph 7 item. 2 lletter a C. proc. pen., it rejects as groundless the complaint submitted by the 
petent APOSTU GHEORGHITA against the prosecutor’ ordinance no. 69/II/2/2017 of 19.07.2017 of 
deputy first prosecutor of prosecutor’s office by Constanta Court of Justice and as inadmissible the 
complaint against the ordinance no. 167/II/2/2017 of general prosecutor of Prosecutor’s office by 
Constanta Court of Appeal. According to art. 275 paragraph 2 C. pr. pen., it obliges the petent APOSTU 
GHEORGHITA to pay the amount of 500 lei, as judicial expenses to state. Final. Given in the boardroom, 
today, 20.04.2018. Interim chamber judge. 
Document: final decision (desinvestment) no.  421/  20.04.2018. 

71.  5641/118/2016 Petent : Munteanu Elisabeta Aurelia 
si Niculescu Adrian Ioan 
 
Defendant  : Constanta County 
through mayor/ vice mayor, 
romanian State through  Compania 
Nationala Cai Ferate CFR SA, Oil 
Terminal S.A. 

 Constanta Court of 
Justice 

Request of return 
building according 

to Law no. 
10/2001 regarding 
the legal regime of 

some buildings 
undertaken 

illegaly in period 6 
March 1945 - 22 
December 1989  

Request of return building according to Law no. 10/2001 regarding the legal regime of some buildings 
undertaken illegaly in period 6 March 1945 - 22 December 1989, litigation against the decision no. 
918/18.02.2016 issued by Constanta County through Mayor by which it rejected the notification no. 
2796/05.10.2001 being the object of administrative file no. 3788/2001. 
Oil Terminal S.A. was  furtherly introduced in the file, after the topo expertise. 
Term : 09.03.2018- for the report agreement by OCPI  and for answering the exceptions. 
Term : 07.05.2018- for OCPI visa for the expertise report. 
Term : 21.09.2018 
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72.  5608//212/2018 Complainant : Oil Terminal S.A. 
Defendant  : Elite Steward SA SRL 

 Constanta Court  Action in claims Action in claims submitted on 07.03.2018 by which we ask for the obligation to pay the amount of 
28,670,.20 lei. 
 It submitted the stamp tax in an amount of 1,465 lei until 21.03.2018. 
Term : 22.06.2018- in pronouncing. 

73.  7237/212/2018 Complainant : Oil Terminal S.A. 
Defendant  : Dudau Vasile, 
BEJ Stoica 

 Constanta Court  Litigation on 
enforcement 

Litigation on enforcement submitted on 22.03.2018. enforcement file no. 69/2018. Conclusion of service 
flat selling-buying. 
It submitted a CI copy. 
Term : 31.05.2018 
Solution on short: to give the complainant the possibility to make proof of judicial stamp tax payment. 
Document: decision of meeting on  31.05.2018. 
It submitted the stamp tax of 100 lei for litigation on enforcement, 50 lei for suspension and 1,000 lei 
bail on 21.06.2018. 
Term:12.07.2018 

74.  7241/212/2018 Compainant : Oil Terminal S.A. 
Defendant: Milea George,  BEJ Stoica 

 Constanta Court Litigation on 
enforcement 

Litigation on enforcement submitted on 22.03.2018. enforcement file no. 91/2018. Conclusion of service 
flat selling-buying. 
It submitted the stamp tax of 100 lei for litigation on enforcement, 50 lei for suspension and 1,000 lei 
bail on 25.04.2018. 
It supplemented by the amount of 1,406 lei expenses of enforcement. To be submitted answer for the 
decision until 12.06.2018. 
Term : 15.06.2018- in pronouncing. 
Written conclusions were submitted on 22.06.2018. 
It postpones the pronouncing on 02.07.2018. 

75.  2142/118/2018 Complainant: Oil Terminal S.A. 
Defendant : Master Chem 

Constanta Court of 
Justice 

Action in claims Action in claims  submitted on 04.04.2018, by which we ask for the cutter stock storage payment in an 
amount of 219,977.21 lei ( October 2017- February 2018). 
There is no term settled yet. 

76.  8832/212/2018 Complainant : Milea George 
Defendant : Oil Terminal S.A. 
 
 

 Constanta Court Action in claims Action in claims submitted on 05.04.2018, received from OTC on 18.04.2018,by which  Milea George 
asks for penalties in an amount of  1,000 lei /delay day, applied on 25.03.2018 until the Conclusion of 
service flat selling-buying. 
Term: 02.07.2018 

77.  8831/212/2018 Complainant: Dudau Vasile 
Defendant: Oil Terminal S.A. 
 
 

 Constanta Court Action in claims Action in claims submitted on 05.04.2018, received from OTC on 18.04.2018,by which  Dudau Vasile 
asks for penalties in an amount of  1,000 lei /delay day, applied on 25.03.2018 until the Conclusion of 
service flat selling-buying. 
Term: 22.08.2018 

78.  9067/212/2018 Petent: SNTFM  CFR MARFA SA 
SUICURSALA MOLDOVA, CFR MARFA 
SA BUC PRIN SNTFM CFR MARFA SA 
SUC MOLDOVA 
 
Defendant  : Oscar Downstream SRL, 
Oil Terminal S.A. 
SNTFC CFR CALATORI- REGIONALA 
DE TRANSPORT FEROVIAR DE 
CALATORI CTA  

 Constanta Court Penal  Complaint against the non prosecution solution (art.340 NCPP) Ordonanta/03.10.2016 – Criminal file no. 
9417/P/2010; Ordinance on 20.03.2017. 
According to art. 341 paragraph (6) letter a C. proc. pen., it rejects as groundless the complainant 
submitted by the petent SNTFM CFR MARFA SA SUCURSALA MOLDOVA against the prosecutor’s 
ordinance no. 9417/P/2010 of  03.10.2016, maintained  by ordinance no.115/II/2/2017 of deputy first 
prosecutor of prosecutor’s office by Constanta Court. According to art. 275 paragraph 2 C. pr. pen., it 
obliges the petentul SNTFM CFR MARFA SA SUCURSALA MOLDOVA to pay the amount of 400 lei, as 
court expenses to state. Final. Given in the boardroom, today, 20.06.2018.  
 

79.  5230/2/2017 Defendants : Nastasia Gheorghe, 
Tarhon Victor, Wagner Ioan Silviu, 
Basescu Ioana, Udrea Elena Gabriela 
si Andronic Dan Catalin 
 
Defendant /civil part: Oil Terminal 
S.A. 

Bucharest Court of 
Appeal 

Penal Oil Terminal S.A.  is  defendant and constituted as civil part with the amount of  119,000 lei. 
 
Term : 23.08.2018 
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General Director, 

Sorin CIUTUREANU 

 
 

        Development Director,                                              Chief of Shareholding-Communication Dept., 

Marieta STASI       Sofia ZAGANEANU 
 

80.  3068/118/2018 Complainant  : Master Chem Oil 
DMCC 
Defendant  : Galati General Direction 
of Public Finances, Constanta 
Boreder Customs Office, Ioanei 
Florentina, Oil Terminal S.A. 

 Constanta Court of 
Justice 

Action in 
administrative  

litigation 

 
Action in administrative  litigation, by which it asks for: 

- Cancelation of act being the object of Storage statement no. 37/03.07.2017, of decision no. 
18143/20.11.2017; 

- Obligation jointly and severally of the defendants to pay the amount of 266,001.40 USD storage 
expenses and 4,400,000 USD unachieved prejudice. 

No term settled yet. 

81.  13401/212/2018 Complainant: Oil Terminal S.A. 
Defendant  : Olaru Laurentiu 

 Constanta Court Litigation for 
enforcement 

Litigation for enforcement against the enforcement file no.210/2018. 
Term: 09.07.2018 


